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ABSTRACT
The Luyia people identify themselves as a group that uses the language Luyia.
However, there are significant linguistic differences among the speakers, a situation
described as the existence of Luyia dialects . The sound realizations differ in each variety ,
a condition that the Luyia speakers themselves are aware of. Hence they talk of speakers of
other varieties as having a characteristic articulation of a particular sound. These differences
are a result of the way in which each Luyia variety has developed from the proto-language,
Proto-Luyia. The Luyia varieties show a high degree of correspondence at all levels, but
differ one from another to the extent that a separate treatment of each variety could be
justifiable. At the phonological level for instance, a majority of the phonological
correspondences appear to be regular and predictable. However, there exist some sound
differences that are quite distinct because of processes such as Bantu Spirantization, Dahl 's
Law and the Luyia Law, which operate differently. Therefore, attempts at a rigid
classification ofLuyia varieties based on the status of these processes are likely to fail. The
results indicate that Bukusu, Kabras , Wanga, Xaayo, Marachi , Saamia and Kisa attest Bantu
Spirantization. These varieties represent the northern and central varieties of the
geographical classification of Luyia varieties . Dahl's Law occurred across Luyia, but its
results are complicated by the later application of the Luyia Law that obscures the results of
Dahl's Law. The trigger consonants for Dahl 's Law in Luyia include p, t, and k, which
affect p, t, and k as target consonants in Logooli , and affect only t in Xaayo , Marachi and
Saamia . The Luyia Law is attested across Luyia except in Logooli where it is not attested
and in Saamia where it is not uniform. Saamia shows the Luyia Law for *p, *k and *g, but
not for *1.
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction
The Luyia are a group of some four million people (Grimes 2000) residing in western
Kenya on the Kenya-Uganda border, adjacent to the (non-Bantu) Kalenjin and Luo to the
east and south, respectively, and whose northern limit is Mount Elgon. Maps 1 and 2 show
the geographical location ofLuyia within Kenya and the Luyia varieties spoken in various
districts of Western Province respectively.
Map 1: Western Province location within Kenya
Map 2: Luyia varieties spoken in each district of Kenya and the surrounding
languages
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The Luyia form the second largest linguistic group in Kenya. The Luyia people
identify themselves as the group that uses the language Luyia. There are significant
linguistic differences among the speakers , a situation described as the existence of Luyia
dialects. These differences are as a result of the way in which each dialect has developed
from Proto -Luyia. The number of dialects that form Luyia is dependent upon the way they
are counted, since there is no generally accepted method for distinguishing between dialect
and language. Because of this, I choose to use varieties as a substitute for dialects. Luyia
varieties number either sixteen or seventeen within an area of over 3000 square miles,
(Itebete 1974). Map 3 shows the twelve Luyia varieties undertaken in this study, with the
control languages Ganda (E 15) to the north and Gusii (E42) to the south.
Map 3: The twelve Lu yia varieties studied together with Ganda and Gusii
Ci u s i i
1.1 The research problem
1.1.1 Background to the research problem.
Three kinds of approache s have been used in determinin g the genetic relations among
Luyia varieties . The first can be seen in Guthrie (1967) , who uses a set of criteria not purely
linguistic and divides the Bantu area into 15 zones, with each zone divided into a variable
number of groups, for example , A10, E20, etc. Map 4 (page 5), shows Guthrie ' s zones.
Guthrie has the group Masaaba-Luyia under zone E30. Masaaba-Luyia divide s into Gisu,
and Kisu in Uganda, and Bukusu, Hanga, Tsotso, Nyore, Saamia and Nyuli in Kenya.
The second approach involves lexicostatistical analysis , which (Nurse and Philippson
1980) evaluates the degree of similarity between the Bantu languages of East Africa, by
comparing a set of vocabulary. They group the languages into immediate groups, and where
possible , into larger groups . Nurse and Philippson (1980) combined Guthrie's E30 (Luyia)
and E41 (Logooli), forming a larger group than previousl y. They then subdivided Luyia into
northern and southern dialect areas. The northern area consisting of Masaaba-Saamia and
the southern area Logooli-Isuxa,
The third approach characterises the whole group on the basis of a small number of
sound correspondences and some shared inflectional morpholog y (Angogo 1980, Bennett
1973, and Mould 1981). Each of these authors uses different criteria in analysing Luyia.
Angogo (1980) compares the structural aspects of the Luyia varieties , using phonolog y,
morphology , syntax and lexicon/semantics. Based on this , she groups the dialect s into three,
namely northern Luyia (centered around Bukusu), central Luyia (centered around Wanga)
Map 4: Guthrie's Zones
and southern Luyia , with Logooli being the locus. Bennett (1973) uses phonolo gical
isoglosses, and postulates a tripartite division of the language family he referred to as North-
East Victoria Bantu (NEV) which includes northern (Gisu, Masaaba and Bukusu) , southern
(Idaxo , Isuxa and Logooli) , and central , which comprises all the intervening dialects of
Xaayo, Saamia, Nyole , Gwe, Nyuli , Hanga , Nyala and Tsotso. Mould (198 1) examines
Luyia withi'n the context of Bantu languages of the western section of East Africa. He
assumes a geographical subdivision of Luyia into northern, eastern, southern, western and
central Luyia. The scope of his work covers five representative dialects from four sub-
divisions, (excluding the eastern sub-division), because his claim is that eastern Luyia
dialects resemble those of central and northern. In his discussion, Mould distinguishes
between Greater Luyia (Luyia and Logooli) and Luyia (rest ofLuyia dialects). He focuses
on the linguistic status of Greater Luyia vis-a-vis Interlacustrine (North Nyanza, Rutara,
Western highlands) and East Nyanza (Gusii, Kuria). Mould uses lexicostatistical (200 word
list) and phonological (sound correspondences, consonant internal reconstruction, Bantu
Spirantization and the 7-to-5 vowel merger, spirant devoicing, the Luyia Law and nasal
cluster rules) and morphological (tense/aspect system) data in describing Greater Luyia. The
initial focus is on Greater Luyia as a group, followed by a discussion on the group's
relationships with its immediate neighbours. Mould concludes that Greater Luyia isjustified
in so far as nasal cluster rules are concerned, and that Bantu Spirantization distinguishes
northern and central Luyia from the rest of Luyia.
1.1.2 Research objective
Linguists have long puzzled over the dialect divisions within Luyia and especially
over the concept of north versus south Luyia. Why should varieties, perceived to be
mutually intelligible and viewed by their speakers as belonging to one group, be divided by
their different treatment of certain phonological phenomena (Bantu Spirantization, seven
versus five vowels), which elsewhere only divide major Bantu subgroups from their
neighbours? The question that is still left unanswered is whether the overall varieties
grouped as Luyia should in fact be so classified, or should they be classified differently.
The goal of this study is to determine boundaries between Luyia varieties that are
primarily motivated by linguistic factors with the hope of contributing knowledge to the
linguistic classification of Luyia varieties for the creation of a linguistic dialect map of
Luyia. The main focus of the work is to show the linguistic variation that exists in Luyia.
These varieties are examined using three phonological innovations affecting consonants ,
namely Dahl's Law, Bantu Spirantization, and the Luyia Law. Dahl's Law is defined as a
dissimilation process that voices the first of two voiceless obstruents which are always
separated by an intervening vowel (Bennett 1976). Bantu Spirantization is a phonological
process whereby the non-nasal consonants of Proto-Bantu became most often fricatives
before high vowels /\1 and /1.1/, with the effect of producing fricatives Is, f, v, z/ not formerly
present in the system (Schadeberg 1995). The Luyia Law is a process which involves the
spirantization of voiceless stops and the devoicing of voiced stops (Mould 1981). Details
of these processes are dealt with in section 1.2.
1.1.3 Theoretical/conceptual framework
This work is partly based on Chambers and Trudgill's (1980) space models of
diffusion . Their discussion also includes lexical diffusion as an explanation for incomplete
sound changes . The models of diffusion discussed by Chambers and Trudgill will be
incorporated with a simple taxonomic model that will involve drawing of isoglosses in maps
for each relevant feature . A look at how the processes operate within Luyia reveals a pattern
which indicates the existence of a focal area from which the innovations originate and in
which the process is regular.
The Luyia continuum is represented as below .
Northern Southern
1--------------------1------------------1----------------1------------1
Bukusu Wanga Saamia Idaxo Logooli
Bantu Spirantization has its focal area in northern Luyia and spreads through to
central Luyia, with southern Luyia not affected at all (Bennett 1973) . Southern Luyia
varieties and the control language Gusii which do not undergo Bantu Spirantization have
seven vowels, while north and central varieties and the control language Ganda have five
vowels as shown in Map 6 (page 28). Map 7 (page 42) shows Bantu Spiranti zation in Luyia,
where a single line drawn separates the northern and central Luyia region, where Bantu
Spirantization occurs, from the southern Luyia region, where it does not occur. The control
languages on each end show similar results to those of the neighboring Luyia variety.
Ganda , which is in the north , attests Bantu Spirantization, while Gusii which occurs in the
south does not attest Bantu Spirantization, Bantu Spirantization is normally followed by the
7-to-5 vowel merger process (Schadeberg 1995).
Dahl's Law for instance, has its focal area within southern Luyia where the process
is regular, as in the neighboring control language Gusii (E42), and leaves only traces as it
spreads through central Luyia to northern Luyia, and the neighboring control language
Ganda (E1S), where Dahl's Law is not attested. Dahl's Law results in Luyia being divided
into three categories. Category A: Logooli, Category B, Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia: and
Category C, Bukusu, Kabras , Wanga, Nyala B, Kisa, Idaxo, Isuxa and Tiriki as shown in
Map 9 (page 70). A single line is drawn to separate the southern Luyia region where active
Dahl's Law is attested and another line drawn to separate the central Luyia region where
both active Dahl's Law and traces occur, and the remaining region showing varieties with
Dahl's Law traces.
The Luyia Law occurs in all varieties ofLuyia except Logooli (Bennett 1973), and
in Saamia, where it is not uniform . This is represented by a single line that separates the
region occupied by Logooli speakers, where the Luyia Law does not occur, from the rest of
the Luyia geographical region, where it occurs.
The phonological innovations spread through the transition area in which the spread
loses its generality (because some sound changes are incomplete), towards the relic area
which is not affected by the spread. Chambers and Trudgill (1980) mention that the
transition area contains mixed varieties.
In a geographical dialect continuum, dialects on the outer edges of the geographical
area may not be mutually intelligible, but they will be linked by a chain of mutual
intelligibility (Chambers and Trudgill 1980). The further one gets from the starting point,
the larger the differences will become, if the distance involved is large enough. Thus,
finding a particular isogloss delimiting areas in more than one part of the survey region with
no continuity is a possibility (Chambers and Trudgill 1980). Chambers and Trudgill (1980)
further mention that such linguistic features that exist in two or more parts ofthe region are
separated from one another by an area in which a different feature occurs. Such a pattern,
they remark, indicates a late stage in the displacement of a formerly widespread linguistic
feature by an innovation, because in the earlier times the feature which occurs in isolated
areas was also found in the in-between areas. These types of areal features, they state, are
as a result of linguistic innovation originating in one dialect and then spreading to
neighbouring varieties, regardless of the language boundaries, presumably through the
medium of bilingual individuals.
1.1.4 Justification
No good linguistic investigation of Luyia varieties has ever been published. The
above statement is supported by Angogo (1980: 11:)
Thefact that the local dialect divisions also roughly coincide
with the locations is to be expected in the light of the
composition of the Abaluhyia clans, but from a linguistic
point ofview it means that we still lack an accurate dialect
map of Buluhyia. The majority of phonological
correspondences among the Luyia dialects appear to be
regular and predictable, though no systematic study ofthem
has yet been made.
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A more recent call for research focussing on Luyia varieties is seen in Nurse 's
(1999:32) suggestion for future work examining the overlap between linguistic and ethnic
boundaries . Nurse poses the question:
What happened on the eastern side of Victoria, where the
Luyia speak ofthemselves as one group, but their dialect area
is split by what linguists would consider major differences ?
This study therefore aims at contributing knowledge towards an analysis ofLuyia varieties
from a linguistic point of view.
1.1.5 Scope
The overall scope is primarily a linguistic one, analysing Luyia varieties in question
using three diachronic phonological processes , Bantu Spirantization, Dahl's Law and the
Luyia Law. Although Luyia is also spoken by groups of people who live on the Uganda side
of the border, the scope of this research is limited to varieties spoken on the Kenyan side.
The varieties covered in this study are Logooli , Idaxo, Isuxa, Tiriki and Kisa (southern
Luyia), Bukusu and Kabras (northern Luyia), and Saamia, Wanga, Xaayo, Marachi and
Nyala B (central Luyia) .
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1.2 Methodology
1.2.1 Phonological component
This study focuses on Dahl's Law, Bantu Spirantization and the Luyia Law. These
processes are briefly described in this section but each will be dealt with in greater detail in
subsequent chapters.
Why phonological analysis? Despite the fact that Bantu languages are related and
exhibit common structural features at the phonological level, dialect differences are
nevertheless considerable. A number of differences are the result of Bantu Spirantization,
Dahl's Law and the Luyia Law, which operated differently in different dialects. For
instance, a look at the Proto-Bantu system from which Luyia is derived, shows the absence
of fricatives l si and I fI at the phonemic level but which exist in some of these dialects after
the occurrence of Bantu Spirantization. Let us compare the Proto-Bantu inventory (1) with
that of Wanga (2) where Bantu Spirantization took place.
(1) Proto-Bantu Consonant Inventory
(Meinhof 1932)
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(2) Wanga Consonant Inventory
(Mould 1981)
Luyia speakers are aware of the phonological differences in each variety and hence
talk of speakers of other varieties as having a characteristic articulation of a particular sound.
Thus one will hear statements such as "Bukusu's pronounce [muxono] while we pronoun ce
it as [mukonoJ," from Logooli speakers. Thus a phonological analysis , I believe , will clearly
show the variation.
1.2.1.1 Dahl's Law
As defined earlier , Dahl 's Law is a dissimilation process which in its most general
form voices the first of the two voiceless obstruents that are always separated by an
intervening vowel (Bennett 1976:133). Bennett points out that Dahl 's Law manifestations
vary from language to language . For instance, within East Africa, the process is active in
some languages, while in others there are traces, and in a few languages (such as Swahili )
there appear to be none (Nurse 1979:118) . Bennett (1976) claims that even in those
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languages where the process occurs regularly, it varies considerably in both form and range
of application. Dahl's Law works in a variety of environments, from restrictions to a wide
range of application. For instance, in Luyia, it does not apply except within a morpheme;
in other Bantu languages such as Kikuyu, elements prefixed to the morpheme are affected,
while in Gusii, both prefixes and morpheme final consonants followed by suffixes are
affected (Bennett 1976: 113). Restrictions on the occurrence of Dahl's Law are imposed not
only by the position within the word or morpheme of the two consonants, but also the range
of consonants which may condition or be conditioned. Details of this are dealt with in
Chapter 3.
1.2.1.2. Bantu Spirantization
Bantu Spirantization is a phonological process whereby the non-nasal consonants of
Proto-Bantu became most often affricates, then fricatives, before degree I vowels (* i and
*~), the two highest vowels in the seven-vowel system. This process is normally followed
by the 7-to-5 vowel merger where i and the next high vowel i merge to become i, and u and
u merge to become u. Thus, the seven vowels are reduced to five. Details of this merger are
discussed later in subsequent chapters. See Nurse and Hinnebusch (1993: l l S) for detailed
examples in table form showing the effects of Bantu Spirantization in Swahili. Some
examples from Giryama are quoted in (3) below.
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(3) Bantu Spir antizat ion in Giryama
PB Giryama Gloss
*-pjda ufira pus
*-t/ku siku day
<umgo fungo genet cat
"<pungate fungah e Nurse and Hinnebusch (1993 :113)
1.2.1.3 The Luyia Law
A number of Luyia varieties show a group of rules involving a consonant shift,
similar to that of Grimm's Law in Germanic languages. This phenomenon is subsequentl y
referred to as the Luyia Law. The Luyia Law involves the devoicing of voiced stops and the
spirantization of voiceless stops (Mould 1981:194). The two Luyia Law processes will be
treated separately (Maps 10 and 11, pages 71 and 72 respecti vely). The following examples
illustrate the Luyia Law. The segments affected are underlined . The Proto-Bantu form *-
kuba > -xupa 'hit' , *-guda > -kula 'buy'. The voiced stops band g devoice to p and k
respectively . The spirantization of voiceless stops is seen in the example , *-!s.ono > -xono
'arm' (Mould 1981:194) .
Luyia Law spirantization and Bantu Spirantization are different in several ways.
Whereas Bantu Spirantization was only triggered by first-degree vowels * i and * \1, the
Luyia Law occurred in any remaining intervocalic environment. And whereas Bantu
Spirantization affected all non-na sal consonants, the Luyia Law only affects voiceless *p,
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t, k that spirantize to h, r, and x respectively. This analysis assumes that the changes of *b,
d, > 13, I, t, s, and maybe of *c > s are not part of Luyia Law spirantization. The change of
*t to r assumes an intermediate step, where [r] was a voice less retroflex fricative. Bukusu
variety has a voiceless fricative [r] . For examp le, [Uura means 'take some load off from
one's head' , while rura means 'get out of here ,. Examples illustrating the Luyia Law drawn
from Bukusu and Wanga are given in (4), with the affected segments underlined.
(4) The Luyia Law in Bukusu and Wanga
Proto-Bantu
*-feg-
*tee/s.
*-gumba
Bukusu
peka
teexa
o-mu-kumba
Wanga Gloss
reka set a trap
teexa cook
mu-kumba barren woman
The second line in (4) assumes *teek > deek -e deex -e teex. The PB *t undergoes
Dahl' s Law to d, which then devoices to 1.
1.3 Data collection
The linguistic data presented here are drawn from twelve Luyia varieties, which help
establish the various groups into which these varieties may be categorized from an objective
point of view . A questionnaire was used for data collection. This questionnaire comprised
a list of250 words for each variety of Luyia under study.
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1.3.1 The 250 word list
The 250 word list was derived from Guthrie 's (1967) recon structed Common Bantu
lexical items, Masele's (2001) word list used for eliciting lexical items for a discussion of
Dahl's Law in three Bantu languages spoken in Tanzania , Bickmore's (1998) data used in
examining Dahl 's Law in Gusii, Hyman (1967) for data in Ganda , and Grimes' (2000) data
found on the Summer Institute of Linguistics ' web page .
The list contained standard vocabulary widely known to speakers of all Luyia
varieties . Care was taken such that words elicited were unambiguous and reliable. That is,
the list consisted of body parts, names of common animals and plants, household implements
commonly used , natural phenomena, and verbs referring to clear functions. The list was
translated into English and is found in the Appendix.
1.3.2 The interview session
Interview sessions were carried out where the informant responded to the items on
the list in her/his own variety. During the interview , two copies of the lists were used. The
interviewer filled one list, while the informant followed along in the second . The list was
read out to the informant as she/he followed along and the elicitation was tape-recorded.
Questionnaires were filled as the interview progressed . The tape-recorded information was
later transcribed.
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1.3.3 The informants
The informant s selected fell within the age category of 30-60 years and were
trilingual in their ethnic language, Swahili , and English . The purpose of drawing upon this
sample was to eliminate use of interpreters. Target informants were universi ty students and
profe ssors, as well as employees within the government and private sector in Nairobi. Later
on the older generation of speakers in Luyialand served as key informants as a means to
validate the collected data. Overall twenty-four respondents participated in this study with
two informants selected for each of the twelve varieties of Luyia under investigation . The
variety I speak is Bukusu.
1.3.4 Data analysis
The following are some of the questions that were used as a guiding tool in the data
analysis process.
(a) Identification of variation patterns of Bantu Spirantization, Dahl's Law, and
the Luyia Law within the various varieties . Resulting patterns are used as diagnostic criteria
in the classification.
(b) While some changes may apply only to particular segments, others may apply
entirely to natural classes of segments with each correspondent change noted. For example
in Logooli , Dahl's Law affects p, t and k (*-pita > J3ita,*-tap- > daha , *-kut- > guta) , while
in Saamia t is the only affected consonant (*-tap- > daya) , and not k as seen in the example
*-kqt- > kuta .
18
1.4 Literature review
Not all the literature written on Luyia is relevant to this study. The literature dealt
with in this section focuses on the theme of the work and not on 1Luyia issues in general.
The literature review therefore , deals with works on Luyia dialecta l! variation, and not with
Bantu Spirantization, Dahl's Law and the Luyia Law. Why? Besides (Mould 1981), who
samples five representati ve Luyia varieties , and uses Bantu Spirantization, Dahl 's Law and
the Luyia Law to compare Luyia in general to other eastern Bantu languages spoken in
Uganda, there are no other works available that I am aware ofthat analyze Luyia using these
processes. However, in cases where additional works are discussed within the study , titles
will be included in the Bibliography. Very few articles have appeared to date in which the
focus has been a Luyia dialect analysis . Most works examine individual grammars of
different Luyia varieties.
Bennett (1973) study describes the Bantu languages of North-East Victoria. These
include members of Guthrie 's E30 and Logooli E41. Bennett divides the NEV area into
subgroups as follows :
Northern - Gisu, Bukusu.
Central - Nyuli , Luyia (spoken in eastern Uganda and western Kenya), Nyole,
Wanga.
Southern - Logooli , Gusii , Kuria .
His sub-grouping is based on a discussion of eight areas of phonological innovation
he views as important to the dialectology of the NEV area , namely 7-to-5 vowel shift , certain
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phonological changes including *ai > *aaj and *u > *uu, *k > x, *t > r , reflexes of*j ,
pre-nasalization, treatment of*p, and behaviour ofvelars before vowels . He discusses each
individual innovation, its distribution and the original source point and concludes that there
exists an areal distribution of the various changes , and that relative ordering of the
innovations can be used to account for certain data .
His claim on the existence of areal distributions is based on the fact that the NEV
languages under study are in contact , and that one will find some sound shifts in some
languages that share similar patterns . This could be an indication that one language could
have borrowed the property (hereby referring to the phonological change) from the other,
or both could have borrowed it from some third language. Bennett claims that NEV forms
an areal group sufficiently coherent to allow fairly easy communication and transmission of
linguistic innovations. Some innovations are restricted to certain areas within the group.
He uses the geographical facts of distribution to account for the chronology of the changes,
by comparing the number of innovations that he discusses as they occur within the restricted
subgroups to get the relative ordering of the changes .
His conclusion is based on the fact that NEV 's affiliations are with the languages to
the south, that is, Gusii and Kuria, rather than those to the north and west, and because there
are relatively few features common to all members of the NEV group that are not shared
with E40, he views them as resulting from linguistic diffusion.
Varieties such as Isuxa and Idaxo , which belong to the southern group and which
resemble more closely the central group , do not undergo the 7-to-5 vowel merger , although
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they show the replacement of voiceless stops with fricatives. A number oflexical isoglosses
link them with Logooli rather than the central group . The southern group also shows a
number offorms with s replacing the expected consonant before t. Bennett's work provides
a good basis of analysis for the Luyia varieties in question .
Brown's (1968) work is worth mentioning, since it deals with Gisu dialect divisions.
The results indicate that Gisu is divided into two major dialects which coincide with the
geographical division of the area. She explains that the geographical and administrative
structure of the Gisu dialect region not only influence the dialect distribution, but also appear
to have shaped the analysis of dialect distribution. Brown's study deals in particular with
phonology.
The most important work and the one which has provided the ground for this study
is Mould (1981). This work offers a linguistically based sub-classification of the western
Kenya and eastern Uganda Bantu languages and partial reconstruction of their immediate
proto- form. Mould's (1981) work on Greater Luyia is valuable and his findings significant.
Mould acknowledges a geographical subdivision ofLuyia into northern, eastern, southern,
western and central, and selects the representative varieties for his study which include
Saamia for the west, Wanga for central , Bukusu for north and Logooli for south . His
findings are discussed in detail in subsequent chapters . The present study has benefited
considerably from it and has in some part followed his approach. However, the goals and
scope of each are different. Mould sees Luyia as a discrete group, and the present study sees
Luyia as a cluster of distinct and identifiable varieties from a linguistic point of view.
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CHAPTER TWO
BANTU SPIRANTIZATION AND THE 7-TO-S VOWEL MERGER
2.0 Introduction
This chapter discusses Bantu Spirantization, a proce ss that is widely attested in Bantu
languages (Nurse 1999, Schadeberg 1995), and the 7-to-5 vowel merger process in Luyia,
based on the principle that sound change is regular. The principle that sound change is
regular allows one to identify problematic data and often find explanations for them. The
problematic data in this chapter will be listed as footnotes.
As defined earlier on, Bantu Spirantization is conditioned by the highest Proto-Bantu
vowels i and 11 following the affected consonants. For maps showing the spread of Bantu
Spirantization across Bantu languages, see Guthrie (1967), Moehlig (1981), or Nurse (1999).
Hinnebusch and Nurse (1981) mention that Bantu Spiranti zation varies from language to
language. For example , in Swahili, Bantu Spirantization results in f, V,S, z and s,while in
Luyia, the resulting fricatives are limited to f and s, as will be seen later on in the chapter.
Examples provided from Swahili are as shown below :
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'tree base's: sina
(5) Bantu Spirantization in Swahili
Proto-Bantu
*p/ _*1 *-P1nia
*tJ_*1 *-t1tu
*b/ _*1 *-b1
*g/_*l *-glge
*kI_* 1 *-lqna
'pinch'
'forest'
'excreta'
' locust'
Swahili
finya
m-situ
rna-vi
n-zige
(Hinnebusch and Nurse 1981)
In stating the formal rule for Bantu Spirantization, Hinnebusch and Nurse (1981) and
Nurse and Hinnebusch (1993) state that any combination of features which invol ve the
feature [labial], such as *p, *b and "u , all [labial] , yield labiodental f or v depending on the
voicing feature of the input segment. Combinations not involving the feature [labial], that
is, *t, *d, *k, *g and *1as part of the conditioning environment yield sand z. Based on this
analysis , Hinnebusch and Nurse (1981) hold the view that development involving Bantu
Spirantization should be seen as a single unitary innovation rather than individual shift
which occurs independently, and therefore Bantu Spiranti zation can be utili zed as a
subgrouping innovation for languages that share it.
In most Bantu languages, the plosives *p, *t, *k, *b, *d, *g, *c, followed by *i and
*tl, weaken to fricatives possibl y via an affricate stage (Nur se 1987, Hinnebusch and Nurse
1981) and become distinguishable from plosi ves followed by the other vowels *i, *e, *a, *0,
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*u. That is, in languages that exhibit Bantu Spirantization, the reflexes of the plosives before
Proto-Bantu *1and "umust be different from those before Proto-Bantu *i, *e, *a, *0, *u;
otherwise the process is not Bantu Spirantization. The Proto-Bantu vowel system referred
to in this study follows that of Guthrie's (1967) vowel notation, an important point since the
notation forms the major background to the Bantu Spirantization process. The seven-vowel
system is represented as below.
(6) The seven-vowel system
Levell
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
The Bantu Spirantization process had the effect of producing fricatives f, v, s, z, not
formerly present in the system. According to Guthrie (1967), reflexes of *p/_*i and those
of*b/_*i are usually distinct from the reflexes of the other stop consonants *t, *d, *k, *g.
Guthrie however mentions that exceptions may occur. He goes further to state that in many
languages reflexes of *t/_*1and *k/_* 1 are identical as are those of *d/_*1 and *gI _*i.
Schadeberg (1995) summarizes the sound shifts produced as a result of Bantu Spirantization
as shown in (7).
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(7) Sound shifts produced as a result of Bantu Spirantization
before i before II
*p, *b > f,v (or: s, z) *p, *b > f,v
*t, *d > s, z
*k, *g > s, z
*t, *d > f, v (or: s, z )
*k, *g > f, v
According to Schadeberg (1995) , a characteristic property of this sound shift is that
it affects all or most consonants, and it is triggered by both the front and the back high
vowels. The effect of the sound shift cannot be fully described as the spreading of the place
features of these vowels (that is, palatalization, labialization/velarization); therefore, it
should not be confused with the proces s of palatali zation . Palatalization may in some
instances involve an introduction of a vocalic release in the form of an off-glide (Hyman
1976), whereas the only complex segments derived from Bantu Spirantization are affricate s
(Hyman 1976, Nurse 1987).
The 7-to-S vowel merger
Proto-Bantu has been reconstructed with seven vowels It, l] , i, u, e, 0 , a/ (Guthrie
1967). In many Bantu languages, the two segment s I L l]! have merged with Ii, u/
phonetically yielding the five vowel system Ii , u, e, 0 , a/. The 7-to-5 vowel merger is
coterminous with the Bantu Spirantization process , in that Bantu Spirantization is normally
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followed by the 7-to-5 vowel merger. Vowel merger is usually represented in the following
way.
(8)
*\1
(Mould 1981)
Schadeberg (1995) claims that languages that have undergone the 7-to-5 vowel
merger exhibit Bantu Spirantization, and there are only a few languages that have undergone
Spirantization but not the 7-to-5 vowel merger. In languages that have undergone both,
Bantu Spirantization always precedes the 7-to-5 vowel merger . Map 5 below shows the co-
occurrence of 7-to-5 vowel merger and Bantu Spirantization adapted from Schadeberg
(1995).
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Map 5: Co-occurrence of 7-to-5 vowel merger and Bantu Spirantization
Schadeberg (1995) notes that Map 5 is based on Guthrie 's 'Inventory of Bantu
languages' (1971 :28-64) and he selects from each 'zone' (A - S) one language with the best
coverage.
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Map 6 shows seven versus five vowels in Luyia varieties and the neighboring control
languages, Ganda, which undergoes both Bantu Spirantization and the 7-to-5 vowel merger
(Schade berg 1995), and Gusii, which does not.
Map 6: Seven vers us five vowels in Luyia
(I:\~[) .:\
)
GUSI ]
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The examples of Bantu Spirantization from Luyia varieties show reflexes of *1, *11
in stems. In some other Bantu languages, for example Ganda (E15), suffix-initial reflexes
of the high vowels may still differ phonologically from those ofthe regular vowels, changing
stops into fricatives and affricates and often replacing the consonants' place of articulation
(2011 1995). 2011quotes Hyman (1976), who states that in many languages the high vowels
have merged phonetically with the regular vowels, but some languages show that the ability
to mutate the affected consonants before high vowels has been phonologized. This is
illustrated with examples from Ganda with the case of the nominal stative 11,where the high
vowel turns the preceding consonant into a fricative.
(9) Consonant mutation in Ganda
-menyek-a 'break'
-sanyuk-a 'be pleased'
-kogg- 'become thin'
-menyef-u 'broken'
'joyful, pleased'
'thin'
-tamiil-a 'become drunk'
-sanyuf-u
-kovv-u
-tamiiv-u 'drunk' (2011 1995:537)
Alternations involving reflexes of u occur only with the stative suffix as opposed to
those involving i,which are more productive as they occur with the *i agentive, *11 causative
and the *ide perfective suffixes that trigger synchronic alternations throughout Bantu (2011
1995) .
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2.1 Li nguistic results of Luyia Bantu Spirantization
Mould's (1981) work on Greater Luyia, which focuses on five Luyia varieties ,
namely Bukusu, Wanga, Saamia, Idaxo and Logooli, concludes that Bukusu, Wang a and
Saamia attest Bantu Spirantization, while Idaxo and Logooli do not. Based on the data
collected from the twelve Luyia varieties, it is quite clear that Bantu Spirantization occurs
in northern Luyia [Bukusu, Kabras] and central [Wanga, Xaayo, Marachi, Saamia, Nyala
Band Kisa] varieties as seen in Table 1, showing reflexes of Proto-Bantu stops; *p, *b, *t,
*d, *k, *g, before *\ and *\1,resulting in sand f.
Notes for Ta ble 1. (next page)
1) A proto-sound usually has one reflex, or if more than one, then the
phonetic context plays a role. The non-bracketed reflex is regular
(phonologically or statistically).
2) (?) - not expected sound for Idaxo, Isuxa, Tiriki and Logooli because these
varieties do not attest Bantu Spirantization. Secondly, only few examples
with the sound change to sand f exist. See numbers 51, 52, 89 (for s), 104
and 125 (for f). Details of this are explained in the text on pages 34 ff., with
exceptions shown in (16).
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~Table 1: Reflexes of Bantu Spirantization
B K W X M S Ny K Id Is T L
*p 0,(13) 0,(13) 0,(13), 0,(13), 0,(y), 0,(13) 0,(h) 0,(h) 0,(h), 0,(h), 0,(h), h,(I3)
(y.h) (y) (13) (13) (13) (13)
*p/ f f f f f
*p/ F f f f f f f f sf?) f(?) sf?) f(?)
*b 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
*b/ few) few) few) few) few) few) (s) few) (f),13 13 13 13
*b/ F f f f f f f 13 13 13 13
*t r,(t),(I) r,(t),(I) r,(t),(I) r,(d), r,(d), t,(d), 6,(t), r,(t),(I) r,(t), r,(t),(I) r,(t), t,(d)
(t),(1) (t) (r ) (I) (d) (d),(l)
*t/
-
S s, (6) s,(ts) s, (6) s,(ts) s, (6) s s, (6) r,(s), r,(s), r,(s), r,(I)
(l) (l) (I)
*t/ F f f f f f f t t t d, (t)
*d I, (t.r) I,(t) I,(r) I,(r) I,(r) I, (r)(t) I,(r) I,(r) I,(r) I,(r) I,(r) I,(r)
*d/ S s s s s s s,(I) s,(l) I, (dz) I, (ts) I, (ts) I,(s)
*d/
-
F f f f f f f f I,(f), I,(f), I,(f), I,(t)
(r ) (r ) (r )
*k X x x, (5) x x, (5) x x x, (5) x, (5) x, (5) x, (5) k,(g)
*k/ S s s s s 5,(S) 5 5,(S) s, (6)
*k/ F f f f f f f f x x x k
*g K k k k k k k k k k k g
*gI S s s s s s s s
*gf F f f f f f f (f) k k g
The following representative examples from Kabras (north), Xaayo and Kisa (centre)
illustrate Bantu Spirantization for Luyia. I chose to use examples from Kabras, Xaayo and
Kisa, because Mould (1981) already has evidence of Bantu Spirantization in Bukusu, Wanga
and Saamia. However, the reader should refer to the Appendix for examples from the rest
of the varieties that attest Bantu Spirantization. The affected Proto-Bantu segments are in
bold . These exam ples are derived from lines 7, 14,51,53,73,85,93,98,106,108,128,129
in the Appendix . Compare these exa mples with those of Ganda. I
(10) Bantu Spirantization in Luyia
Proto-Bantu Kabras Zaayo Kisa Ganda Glo ss
*p igo- -fuko -fiko m-sigo kidney
*pl}an- -fuanana -fuanana -fuanana -fanana resemble
*-bi ama -fwi ama-fwi ma-fi -bi exc reta
*-bl}da i-fula i-fula i-fula rain
"kot] Ii-kosi eli -kosi Ii-kosi neck
-t uup- -fuua -ful3a -fuu be blunt
*-dito - -siro -siro -siro -zito heavy
*-dl}at- -fuala -fua la -fuala wear dress
*-kipa olu-sia omu-si mu- si vein
*-po kl} ornu-Bo fu omw-ofu mu-Bofu blind person
*-gige ci-sike i-s ice locust
*-jogl} in-jofu en-jofu elephant
'personal communication with Doreen Ayoo, Ganda speaker.
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Below is a comparison of the above examples drawn from Isuxa and Tiriki, varieties
from southern Luyia, and Gusii, where Bantu Spirantization does not occur.
(11) Comparison of Bantu spirantization in southern Luyia and GusH
Proto-Bantu Isuxa Tiriki GusH Gloss
*pigo- im-biku am-bike eny-igo kidney
"puan- **-fuana2 resemble
*-b1 ma- 131 ma- 131 excreta
*-bqda im-bula im-bula em-bura rain
*kot1 lin-gori lin-gori e131-got1 neck
-tuup- -tuuha -tuuha -tuu be blunt
*-d1to- -litoxo -lito -rito heavy
*-dlJat- **-fitala *-fitala wear dress
*-kipa omo-kia vein
*-pokq mu-Bexu mu-Bexu omo -uku blind person
*-gige **-siCi en-gige locust
*-jogq en-cogu elephant
2The double starred (**) forms in (11) illustrate examples where lsi and IfI replace the
expected consonant before 1 and q in these varieties. This does not however, mean that
BS occurred in these varieties, because based on the rest of the data, BS does not occur.
See details of this in section 2.2.
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2.2 Explaining the linguistic changes
Based on Schadeberg's (1995:75) remark on the reflexes of*p and *b, we would
expect *p, *b > f, v but this is not the case in Luyia . The labial consonants *p and *b
have the reflex fbefore the vowels 1and u, and the non-labial consonants have sand f
before 1and 4 respectively. The devoicing part of the Luyia Law (discussed in the next
chapter) is responsible for these voiceless fricatives. Bukusu , Kabras, Kisa, Idaxo , Isuxa
and Logooli voice *p after the nasal prefix to [b]3, which pre-empts Bantu Spirantization,
which is the reason for the empty slots in the *p/_ row in Table 1 (page 31). The
example to illustrate this is found in the Proto-Bantu word *-Plgo 'kidney' which is m-'
bikol m-biku/ m-bigu in the above named varieties that have nasal consonant clusters.
Another point to note about the labial consonants is that there is also w- insertion
for *b/ _ after the f. The forms *-b > -fwi 'excreta' in Bukusu , Kabras, Xaayo, Marachi ,
Saamia and Kisa, and *-gib > -fwi 'thief in Bukusu, Kabras, Xaayo and yala B indicate
this. However, Nyala B has an s appearing in the slot, instead of the fw for the word
"Voicing of stops when they occur after nasals is a feature that defines Luyia. See
Bennett (1973) and Mould (1981). The [mb] is derived from the nasal /m! followed by
/p/, thus m + p > [mb]. This process, where sequences of nasal plus voiceless consonant
stops are realized as pre-nasalized voiced stops, is attested in a number of Bantu
languages. The voiceless stops become voiced when they occur after nasals:
IN/ + /p/ = [mb]
IN/ + /t! = [nd]
IN/ + IkI = [ng]
Examples from Bukusu
IN + texa! [ndexa] I cook
IN + kona! [ngona] I sleep
IN + paxa! [mbaxa] I ferment
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'excreta' , replaced by bracketed (s) in Table 1. Assuming the regularity principle , we
take the reflex IfI for *b l_1, for Bukusu, Kabras, Wanga, Xaayo, Marachi , Saamia, Kisa
and Nyala B. The rule summarizing the behaviour of the labial consonants before the
high vowels in these varieties is shown in (12).
(12) Rule showing the devoicing of labial consonants before high vowels
*p, *b > f I _ \, \1
Because southern Luyia varieties do not attest Bantu Spirantization , Isuxa, Idaxo,
Tiriki and Logooli have 13 from *b before the high vowels. The rules representing the
situation in these varieties are illustrated in (13).
(13) Rules showing the behaviour of labial consonants before high vowels in
southern Luyia
*p > 0 (?) /_1
*p > s, f( ?) 1_11
*b > 13 I_ \, \1
The question mark sign (?) means that there is some element of doubt. See notes
for Table 1 (pages 31).
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The normal sound pattern change for the coronal stops *t and *d is that they attest
s from *t, *d I_l and f from *t, *d/_ u. This occurs in Bukusu, Kabras, Wanga, Xaayo,
Marachi, Saamia, Nyala B, and Kisa. However, some of these varieties, namely Kabras,
Wanga, Xaayo, Marachi, Saamia, Nyala B, and Kisa have cand ts occurring alongside
the expected s as reflex of *t I _l. This is exemplified in the form for *-tjtu 'forest', -
ant, -tsuru, -tsuru, - ciru for Kabras, Wanga, Marachi and Kisa respectively. The non s
segment, represented as C,and which is labelled out in brackets, only appears in one
word; 'forest'. Southern varieties Idaxo, Isuxa, Tiriki and Logooli attest 1,r, s, ts as
reflexes of*t, *d I_-land t, I, r, f as reflexes of *t, *d/_ u as seen in (14). The resulting f
and s reflexes are doubtful (see notes on Table 1), because these varieties have the seven
vowel system, and therefore do not attest Bantu Spirantization.
(14) Reflexes of *t and *d before high vowels in southern Luyia varieties
Ir, l , sl < *t /_l
It! < *t/_lJ
II, ts,s, dz/ < *d /_l
II, r, f! < *d /_lJ
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These southern varieties therefore, do not undergo Bantu Spirantization because
the resulting fricatives before \ and 4 are strictly restricted to f and s. This is not the case
for these varieties as evidenced from the rules in (14).
The velar consonant pattern is quite regular with s as the reflex for *k, *g 1_\ and f
for *k, *g 1_4, in Bukusu , Kabras, Wanga, Xaayo, Marachi, Saamia, Nyala B, and Kisa .
Empty slots exist for Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia because no forms were elicited for *k
1_\, but what we would expect is s. Idaxo, Isuxa, Tiriki and Logooli do not attest Bantu
Spirantization, hence the patterns seen in (15). The reflexes of *k 1_\ seem to result from
palatalization.
(15) Velar consonant mutation in southern Luyia
15, 6, sl < *kU
lx, k/ < *k 1_4
Ik, g/ < *g 1_4
One will notice that the southern varieties, which do not undergo the 7-to-5 vowel
merger, show some forms with sand fthat replace the expected consonant before \ and 4.
Examine the examples in (16).
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(16) Exce ptional forms in southern Luyia
Idaxo Isuxa Tiriki Looooli
*-yat\ 'grass ' bunyasi bunyasi bunyasi
*-d\m- ' ex tinguish' -simina
*-Iqge ' eyebrow' -sici -sici -siji
*-g\ge ' locust' -sici -sici -sige
*-Pl1ana 'resemble' -fuana -fuana
*-dl1at ' wear dress' -fuara -fua la -fuala
*-jo~ ' elephant' i-nzofu
The reali zation of s, fin Idaxo , Isuxa, Tiriki and Logooli can perhaps be
explained to be as a result of borrowing. This is so because southern Luyia does not
undergo Bantu Spirantization (Mould 1981), the process behind the formation of s, fin
Luyia varieties as well as other Bantu languages, which can be seen by comparing the
consonant systems of these varieties with Meinhof's (1932) reconstruction of the Proto-
Bantu consonant system that lacks the fricatives. Ida xo , Isuxa, Tiriki and Logooli
maintain the seven vowels and therefore, did not undergo the spirantization of consonants
associated with the mergers of \ and 11. Another explanation of the occurrence of the s
could be as a result of the Proto-Bantu *c > s, since a number ofLuyia varieties show this
similar chan ge of *c > s. Thu s, loanwords and *c > s are the most plausible hypotheses
to explain the existence of sand fin Idaxo , Isuxa , T iriki and Logooli .
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2.3 Comparison between Luyia, Ganda and GusH
A summary of the results of Bantu Spirantization in Luyia compa red to Ganda (E 15),
a typical Bantu language to the north ofLuyia spoken in Uganda indicates broad similarities.
The main difference is that Bantu Spirantization produces both voiced and voiceless
fricatives in Ganda while Luyia varieties have voiceless fricatives only (see examples in 10).
Gusii (E42), just like those varieties to the south of Luyia , does not undergo Bantu
Spirantization (see examples in 11).
(17) Bantu Spirantization reflexes in non-southern Luyia
PB /- i /- q
*p, * b f f
*t, *d s f
*k, *g s f
Ganda (E 15) has the following reflexes for Bantu Spirantization (Schadeberg 1995).
See data in (10) that shows the reflexes in (18) .
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(18) Bantu Spirantization reflexes in Ganda
PB /- \ /- ll
p s f
b z v
t s f
d z v
k s f
g z v
2.4 Conclusion
We conclude that Bukusu, Kabras, Wanga, Xaayo, Marachi, Saamia, Nyala Band Kisa attest
Bantu Spirantization and that the Luyia labial consonant rule indicating Bantu Spirantization
in these varieties is as follows:
(19) Bantu Spirantization labial consonant rule
If! < *p, *b / _\, II
For the non-labial consonants, reflexes for the Bantu Spirantization rules are as
follows :
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(20) Bantu Spirantization non-labial consonant rule
lsi < *t, *d, *k, *g / _i
IfI < *t, *d, *k, *g I _ l] .
It is clear therefore that Bukusu , Kabras , Wanga, Xaayo, Marachi, Saamia, Nyala B,
and Kisa are quite distinct from Idaxo , Isuxa , Tiriki and Logooli with the former attest ing
Bantu Spirantization and the latter not. Mould (1981) mentions the occurrence of Bantu
Spirantization in Bukusu , Wanga and Saamia. This work adds Kabras , Wanga , Xaayo,
Marachi , Nyala B, and Kisa with the evidence provided from the data onto Mould 's l-ist.
Mould (1981) also mentions Gisu (a Bantu language spoken in Eastern Ugand a and which
neighbours Bukusu) as having undergone Bantu Spiranti zation result ing in f, v, s, and z.
Ganda also shows similar results to those of Gisu. The Luyia case however , indicates
voiceless fricatives as the resulting segments. This means that the fricatives in Luyia
devoice because the focal point from which the process originate s has both voiced and
voiceless fricatives , thus the process fricative devoicing. We therefore conclude that Bantu
Spirantization has its focal point in the north and spreads through central Luyia, but does not
go through southern Luyia. The Bantu Spirantization process in Luyia is summarized in
Map 7 (page 42), which shows the varieties that attested Bantu Spirantization in Luyia, by
drawing a phonological isogloss that separates these varieties from Logooli , Idaxo, Isuxa and
Tiriki , that do not attest Bantu Spirantization. Based on what Hock (1996) and Anttila
(1972) say about analys ing dialect geography in Old High German, the phonological isogloss
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drawn in Map 7 represents varieties where Bantu Spirantization is attested as the focal area
from which Bantu Spirantization innovations spread because the process is regular, and the
relic area is represented by Isuxa, Idaxo, Tiriki and Logooli varieties, which has not been
affected by the spread of Bantu Spirantization.
Map 7: Bantu Spirantization in Luyia
A
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CHAPTER THREE
DAHL'S LAW AND THE LUYIA LAW
3.0 Intr oduction
Dahl's Law is a dissimilation process that voices the first of the two voiceless
obstruents that are separated by an intervening vowel (Bennett 1976). Dahl's Law is found
in a number of Bantu languages in East Africa, for example Nyamwezi, (Bennett 1976),
Kikuyu, (Davy and Nurse 1982), Gusii, (Bickmore 1998) and Sukuma, (Masele 2002).
Bennett (ibid) notes that within East Africa, the further the west the language is
geographically, the stronger its form of Dahl ' s Law. See Map 8 (page 44) on the distribution
of Dahl's Law in East Africa, adapted from Bennett (1976). Thus, for languages near Lake
Victoria, one finds forms of Dahl' s Law which are regular.
According to Nurse (1999), Dahl's Law is found in the north-east of the Bantu-
speaking area in six groups namely: Central Kenya (E60), Kilimanjaro-Taita (E60 and E74),
Great Lakes (roughly zone J), North East Coast (E71-2-3, GI0, G20, G30, G40), West
Tanzania (roughly zone F) and Southern Tanzania Highlands (G60).
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Map 8: Distribution of Dahl's Law in East Africa
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Bennett (1976) mentions that in those languages where Dahl 's Law is found, its
existence is limited. He states further that in those languages where Dahl 's Law is regular ,
it varies in both form and range of application. Form refers to the position of the affected
consonant in the word , while range refers to the consonants that are conditioned (target
consonants) or may condition (trigger consonants) the process. With respect to form, Dahl's
Law works in a variety of environments. For instance, in Luyia, it does not apply except
within a root (Bennett 1976, Davy and Nurse 1982). In Bantu languages such as Kikuyu,
elements prefixed to the root are affected (Davy and Nurse 1982), while in Gusii both
prefixes and root final consonants followed by suffixes are affected (Bennett 1976, Bickmore
1998).
Restrictions on the occurrence of Dahl 's Law in different languages are imposed not
only by the position of the two consonants within the word or morpheme, but also the range
of consonants which may condition or be conditioned. In Kikuyu, for example, Bennett
(1976) points out that the only consonant affected is k, with the conditioning consonants
being k, c, t, and e (Davy and Nurse 1982). Within Luyia, the consonants affected are p,
t, k, while those conditioning the shift include p, t, k (Bennett 1976). Davy and Nurse
(1982) mention that traces of one or more of the affected consonants p, t, k undergoing
mutation before a voiceless obstruent exist in Luyia, and this can be seen by comparing
contemporary stems with their Proto-Bantu reconstructions.
Within East Africa, the process is active in some languages, while in others there are
traces and in a few languages (such as Swahili) there appear to be none (Nurse 1979). The
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following is a comparison between a language where Dahl's Law does not occur (Swahili),
and two where it occurs (Logooli and Bukusu)" The Swahili data is from Nurse (1979) ,
while the Logooli and Bukusu data is derived from the Appendix.
(21) Comparison of Dahl's Law in Swahili, Logooli and Bukusu
Ipl
ItI
/k/
-pita
-tako
-kopa
-Bita
-dako
-gopa
-Bira
-taxo
-kopa
pass
buttock
borrow
Previous findings reveal that some Luyia varieties attested active Dahl's Law, for
example Logooli and Saamia, while other varieties such as Bukusu, Wanga and Idaxo show
traces of Dahl's Law (Mould 1981). Below is a sketch showing varieties based on
geographical subdivision that attest active Dahl's Law and those that exhibit traces in Luyia
according to Mould (1981) .
"Traces are based on the hypothesis that the whole of Luyia underwent DL (Bennett
1976). However, DL results in Luyia have been obscured by the Luyia Law that
devoices the voiced stops which result from DL and spirantizes the voiceless stops
(Mould 1981).
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(22) Dah l' s Law in Buk usu, Wanga, Idaxo, Saamia and Logooli.
I
Northern
DLtr ces
Bukusu, Wanga
Luyia
I
DLtraces
Idaxo
I
Southern
I
active DL attested
Logooli , Saamia
Bennett (1976) notes that Luyia underwent a general form of Dahl's Law, but
because of phonetic shifts , such as the Luyia Law , that Luyia has undergone, the working
of Dahl 's Law has been complicated. The following section examines Dahl 's Law in the
twelve Luyia varieties in question.
3.1 Lin guistic res ults of Dah l' s Law
Based on the available data , it is quite clear that Luyia attests Dahl's Law . From the
Appendix, only those words containing consecutive syllables with voiceless stop consonants
were used in analysing Dahl's Law. Out of the initial 250 word list, only 135 forms were
found useful for the analysis of Bantu Spirantization, Dahl's Law and the Luyia Law, and
a total of twenty six words found in lines 2, 5, 3, 7, 9,10,14,15,23,29,31,43,59,64,66,
77, 78, 92, 94, 95, 96, 97, 120, 124 (a), 126, 127, were useful in identifying Dahl's Law in
Luyia .
5In a chronological order , the LL takes place after DL, such that voiced stops that are as a
result ofDL get devoiced by the first part of the LL. For example, *k > g > k.
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In explaining Dahl's Law, we distinguish between active Dahl 's Law and Dahl's Law
traces (Dahl's Law obscured by the occurrence of the Luyia Law). Active Dahl's Law is
seen in varieties such as Logooli, Saamia, Marachi and Xaayo, where *p>l3,*t>d, *k>g,
while varieties such as Tiriki, Isuxa, Idaxo, Kisa, Nyala B, Wanga, Kabras and Bukusu,
which may seem not to undergo Dahl's Law as evidenced from the data with no change in
p, t and k (*t>t, *k>k), have undergone the process, only that it has been obscured by the
occurrence of the Luyia Law. The latter set of varieties exhibit what we are referring to as
Dahl's Law traces. This explanation is based on the hypothesis that all ofLuyia underwent
Dahl's Law (Bennett 1976), and that explanations to sound changes have been complicated
by the occurrence of the Luyia Law.
For those varieties that attested active Dahl 's Law, our data shows that p, t and k are
the affected consonants, with p, t, and k conditioning the shift. The data further reveals that
in those varieties where active Dahl's Law takes place, there are a set of varieties that show
t as the only affected consonant and this is seen in Xaayo, Saamia and Marachi, and the other
set shows all p, t and k as the affected consonants with examples drawn from Logooli.
1, therefore, group the Luyia varieties into three categories based on Dahl's Law
results from the evidenced data and subsequently explain the purpose for the grouping.
These categories with representative varieties are as follows:
Category A: Logooli (active DL)
Category B: Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia (both active DL and DL traces)
Category C: Bukusu, Kabras, Wanga , Nyala B, Kisa, Idaxo, Isuxa, and Tiriki (DL traces)
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The above -mentioned categories are the result of having examined consonant
correspondences involving Dahl' s Law between Luyia varieties . Results of Dahl 's Law
reflexes are seen in Table 2 below, with the control languages Ganda and Gusii on the east
and west respectively.
Table 2. Dahl' s Law consonant correspondences in Luyia varieties
PB G B K W Ny K Id Is T X M S L Gu
p 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
t t t t t t t t t t d d d d d.
k k k k k k k k k k k k k g g
In Table 2 above, *t/k > t/k appear as such across most Luyia (from Bukusu to
Tiriki), with *k>k running all through from Bukusu to Saamia. These varieties do not seem
to change as would be expec ted of Dahl' s Law results because the changes in these varieties
get obscured by the later application of the Luyia Law", Examples used in deriving Table
2 are shown in Table 3 (page 50).
~he *tlk>d/g with the application of Dahl 's Law and later on become t/k with the
application of Luyia Law devoicing of voiced stops. Thus, *tlk>d/g>t/k.
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In Table 3 for instance, lines 2, 95, 107 and 64 show *k>k for varieties from Bukusu to
Saamia showing Dahl's Law traces and the *k>g in Logooli for active Dahl's Law. Table
4a (page 53) shows a comparison of Dahl's Law results in Logooli and Gusii (E41) , and 4b
shows a comparison of Dahl's Law results in Bukusu and Ganda? (E15) so as to be able to
determine the limits of Dahl's Law. Idaxo, Isuxa, Tiriki, Logooli and Gusii have a seven
vowel system, while the rest of the Luyia varieties and Ganda have a five vowel system.
7Data for Ganda was collected from the online dictionary, Ganda.Snoxall
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~Table 3: Examples illustrating the range of consonants affected by and affecting Dahl's Law in Luyia varieties
Ptn No PB B K W Ny K Id Is T X M S L
p-p 126 -pipa Bia Bia Bia Biha Bia Bia Bia Bia Bia Biha
p-t 96 -pita Bira Bira Bira bica Bira Bira Bira Bira Bira Bira Bita bita
p-k 14 -poku Bofu Bofu hofu mwofu Bofu mbexu Bexu Bexu mwofu mwofu mwofu mboku
t-p 7 -tuup fuu fuu fulla fuu tuuha tuuha tuuha fuBa fulla fuba dufu
43 -tap taa taa taa taa taha taa taha taha daa daya daya daha
t-t 27 -teet teeta teeta teeta deeda
66 -teete teete teete teete teete teete deede teete deede deede deede deede deede
120 -tatu tarn tarn tarn tacu tarn darn darn datu
t-k 10 -yatik tixa tixa tixa tixa tixa tixa tixa tixa dixa dixa diha dika
~21 -tako taxa taxa taxa taxa taxa daxo taxa taxa daxo taxa daho dako
31 -teek teex tee x teex teex teex teex teex teex deex deex deeh deek
k-p 2 -kuap xwaa xwaa kway xway kway kwah kwah kwah kway kway kwah gwah
k-t 95 -kuta fura fura fura fuca fura kura h1ra h1ra fura fura futa guta
107 -kut kura kura kuca kura kura h1ra h1ra kura kura kuta guta
k-k 64 kuuku kuux kuux kuux kuux kuux kuux kuux kuux kuux guuk
Note: The first column shows the p, t, k, in target and trigger positions respectively, and the second column carries the line
number of the example from the Appendix. The remaining columns show the Luyia varieties.
Table 4a: Comparison of Dahl's Law in Logooli and GusH.
Position Number Gloss Proto-Bantu Logooli Gusii
p-p 126 wipe excreta *-pipa -J3iha
p-t 96 pass *-pita -Bita -ita
p-k 14 blind person *-pobJ (mboku) omo-uko
t-p be blunt *-tlJllP -dufu -tuu
43 draw water *-tap -daha -taa
r-t 27 chop off *-teet-
66 grasshopper *-teete -deede
120 three *-tatu -catu
t-k 10 become split *-yatik- -dika -ata
21 buttock *-tako -dako
31 cook *-teek -deek
k-p armpit *-kuap -gwaha -kwaa
k-t 95 oil *-bJ ta -guta -guta
107 satiated *- bJ t -guta -gota
k-k 64 grandparent *-kuuku -guuk -gokoro
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Table 4b: Comparison of Dahl's Law in Bukusu and Ganda
Position Number Gloss Proto-Bantu Bukusu Ganda
p-p 126 wipe excreta *-pipa -l3ia
p-t 96 pass *-pita -Bira
p-k 14 blind person *-poklJ -Bofu
t-p be blunt *-tlllJP- -fuu
43 draw water *-tap- -taa
t-t 27 chop off *-teet- -teeta
66 grasshopper *-teete -teete
120 three *-tatu -taru -ssatu
t-k 10 become split *-yatik- -tixa
21 buttock *-tako -taxo -ttako
31 cook *-teek- -teek
k-p armpit *-kuapa
k-t 95 oil *-klJta -fura -futa
107 satiated *-iklJt- -kura -kkusa
k-k 64 grandparent *-kuuku -kuuxu
Category A has the variety Logooli, that fully attests active Dahl's Law. The trigger
consonants in this category include p, t, k while the affected or conditioned consonants are
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p, t, k. Category B, Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia, attest active Dahl's Law, which affects
p and t as the conditioned consonants, with p, t, k as the trigger consonants. Gusii has *k
> g before * p and k.
From Bukusu all the way to Tiriki (Category C) active Dahl 's Law does not seem to
be present as evidenced from the available data, *t > t, *k > k. There are a few words
namely: (*-tako > -daxo 'buttock' and *-teete > -deede 'grasshopper') as seen in Idaxo and
in the form 'grasshopper' in Tiriki which seem to show active Dahl 's Law. Bukusu, Kabras,
Wanga, Nyala Band Kisa varieties do not show active Dahl's Law, as stated earlier on
because Dahl's Law in these varieties is obscured by the occurrence of the Luyia Law, which
takes place after Dahl's Law has occurred. Derivations for Dahl's Law forms for varieties
in category C are dealt with later on in the chapter. The following section is a discussion on
how the Luyia Law works in Luyia.
Ganda has no apparent cases of the DL, although Table 2 suggests p > 13.
3.2 The Luyia Law
A number ofLuyia dialects show a group of rules involving consonant shift similar
to that of Grimm 's Law in Germanic languages. This phenomenon is subsequently referred
to as the Luyia Law . The Luyia Law involves the devoicing of voiced stops (d>t, g>k), and
the spirantization of voiceless stops (p>y/w/h/0, t>r>r, k>x), (Mould 1981) . Lenition of*p
> y/w/h/0 is not strictly part ofthe Luyia Law because it is also attested in many other East
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African languages (Nurse 1981). The two stages of the Luyia Law will be treated separatel y
as (a) (spirantization) and (b) (devoicing) respectively.
Mould (1981) claims that the genesis and function of sound changes are dependant
upon a number of preliminary changes that preceded the Luyia Law chronologically. These
preceding changes either set the stage or initiated the beginning of the Luyia Law. Mould
argues that a number of events introduced a series of voiced stops . The first of these events
is Dahl 's Law, which created phonemes such as d and g that later on participated in the
operation of Luyia Law devoicing.
Luyia Law spirantization is different from Bantu Spirantization in that the trigger in
the former involves the environment before the other vowels found within the language, and
not the environment before \ and u, which is for Bantu Spirantization. The resulting
fricatives from the Luyia Law spirantization are *p > y/w/h/0, *t > r > rand *k > x. The r
is a voiceless retroflex fricative. Table 5 (page 57) shows the reflexes of Proto-Bantu stops
before non-high vowels i, u, e, 0, a. The examples illustrating the results of Table 5 are
shown in Table 6 (page 58). These are a few selected examples representing all the Proto-
Bantu stops *p, *b, *t, *d, *k, *g becoming fricatives and the voiced stop devoicing. The
reader should refer to the Appendix for more examples.
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~Table 5: The Luyia Law: Proto-Bantu stops before non-high vowels
B K W Ny K Id Is T X M S L
*p 0 ,(13) 0 ,(13) 0,(13), 0 ,(h) 0,(h) 0 ,(h), 0 ,(h), 0,(h),(I3) 0 ,(I3),(y) 0 ,(y), 0,(13) h,(I3)
(y.h) (13) (13) (13)
*t r,(t), r,(t), r,(t) ,(I) e,(t), r,(t), r,(d) ,(t) r,(t),(I) r,(t),(d) , r,(d),(t), r,(d) ,(t) t,(d), t,(d)
(I) (I) (I) (I) (I) (I) (r)
*k X x x,es) x x,es) x,es) x,es) x,es) x x,(s) x k,(g)
(*b f3 f3 f3 f3 f3 f3 f3 f3 f3 B B (3)
(*d I,(t,r) I,(t) I,(r) I,(r) I,(r) I,(r) I,Cr) I,(r) I,(r) I,(r) I,(r),(t) I,(r)
*g K k k k k k k k k k k g
Notes
What Guthrie writes as *b, *d, we retain as *b, *d, but readers should remember that these were probably [13, I] in Proto-Luyia.
The Luyia Law affected voiced stops (or non-continuants) . There is a likelihood that *b and *d were continuants by the time of
Proto-Luyia, and so were not affected by the Luyia Law , which is why the entire rows for *b and *d are bracketed in Table 5.
Each of the reflexes was counted based on the number of times it occurred in each variety. The clear majority is the first reflex
in the cell, and the last reflex reflects the minority . So, if there are 3 reflexes in a cell , the sequence from the majority to the
fewer moves from left to right with the majority reflex not bracketed and the fewer one bracketed in a descending order .
*p > /y/ in Wanga and Marachi has something do to with adjacent vowels which unfortunately I am not able to explain .
Table 6: Exa mples illustrating the L uyia Law.
No PB B K W Ny 13 K Id Is T X M S L
2 -xwaa -xwaya - -kwaya -gwaha
kua pa xwaa kwaya kwaya kwaha kwaha kwaha kwaya kwaya
109 *-teg- -reka -reka -reka -reka -reka -reka -reka -reka -reka -reka -reka -tega
110 *-bega li- li-I3eka li-Beka ma- li-Beka li-I3eka li-Beka li-I3eka eli- li-Beka e-Beka li-I3ega
I3eka Beka Beka
72 *-gudu -kulu -kulu -kulu -kulu -kulu -kulu -kulu -kulu -gu lu -gulu -gulu -gulu
87 *-komb- -xornba -kornba
xom xomba xornba xomba xomba xornba xomba xomba xomba xornba
ba
22 *-gud- -kula -kula -kula -kula -kula -kula -kula -kula -kula -kula -kula -gula
3.3 Explaining Dahl's Law and the Luyia Law in Luyia
In this section , I describe each stop consonant p, t, k as a conditioning consonant and
show the effects that each has on p, t, k as conditioned consonants in each ofthe subgroup s,
namel y, categories A, Band C.
*p as a conditioning consonant
The examples that show *p as a conditioning consonant are seen in numbers 2, 7, 43,
124(a), 126 and 127. In Logoo1i, *p as a conditioning consonant produces *p > 13, *t > d, *k
> g.
In Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia , the results are as follows : *p> 13, *t > d and *k > k.
It is worth pointing out that the *t > d with *p as a conditioning consonant, occurs only in
one example , number 43 and not the other example in number 7 8. Therefore, our gen-
eralization here is based on only one example . The k is not affected as a conditioned
consonant in these varieties . However, examples of *t > d are a clear indication of acti ve
Dahl 's Law. How do we exp lain the *k > k? Our expl anation is based on the hypothe ses that
all of Luyia underwent Dahl's Law (Bennett 1976), and that explanations to the sound
changes have been complicated by the occurrence of the Luyia Law . So *k > k does not
mean that Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia did not undergo active Dahl 's Law or that the process
was not complete . The *k >k means that Dahl's Law occurred first followed by the Luyia
Law. Thus , the form *-kuapa- ' arm pit ' in these varieties is derived as in (23) below .
8Number 7 is treated as exceptional in Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia varieties.
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(23) Derivation ofthe form *-kuapa in varieties in category B: Xaayo, Marachi and
Saamia
PB *kuapa
DL -guapa
LL-spirantization -gwaya" (p>y)
LL-devoicing -kwaya
Final form -kwaya
In category C, that is, from Bukusu all the way to Tiriki (see sequence in Table_2),
*p as a conditioning consonant produces the following results : *p > 13, *t > t and *k > k/x.
I use examples that illustrate the variable ordering, where Dahl's Law becomes the Luyia
Law. The examples are derived in (24) . In the forms shown in (24), and where the Bantu
Spirantization environment is met, varieties that attest Bantu Spirantization have the
conditioned consonant undergoing Bantu Spirantization. For example , *-Ql1P-(no. 7), see
footnote 10 for an explanation on the varieties that attest Bantu Spiranti zation in the
derivation shown in (24). For Bukusu and Kabras, the derivation for *-kuapa is done in (25)
because after the k devoices to k, the k spirantizes to x. The conditioned consonant is the
result of Dahl's Law devoicing via the Luyia Law .
9The form "<guap - becomes gwaya. The Iwl is as a result of Glide formation, a process
where high vowels Ipl and/u/ becomes glides when they occur before another vowel.
The/pl becomes [y] and lui surfaces as [w]. I take *p>0/h/y to be all lenition/loss .
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(24) Derivation of the forms *-tvllP-, *-tap- and *-kuapa in varieties in category C:
Bukusu, Kabras, Wanga, Nyala B, Kisa, Idaxo, Isuxa, Tiriki
PB *-~lJP- (no. 7) *-tap- (no. 43) *-kuapa (no. 2)
DL -duup- -dap- -guapa
LL-spirantization -tuuha- -taaltaha -kwaha
Ll.-devoicing" -tuuha- taaltaha -kwaha
Final form -tuuha- -taaltaha -kwaha
Variety Id, Is, T." B, K, W, NyB, K, Id, Is, W, NyB, K, Id, Is,
T. T.12
lOin this case It! does not spirantize because spirantization precedes devoicing. Compare
this with (25), where devoicing precedes spirantization and solt! spirantizes.
liThe rest of the varieties in category C do not appear in this slot because they have *-
tuup-o-fuu because they attest Bantu Spirantization, unlike Idaxo , Isuxa and Tiriki (with
a several vowel system) which do not attest Bantu Spirantization.
121n this box, Bukusu and Kabras do not appear because the PB form *-kuapa changes to
xwaa. The Ik/ which is a result ofDL>LL, spirantizes to [x] in this example and the [w]
is a result of Glide formation . The fact that Bukusu and Kabras have been omitted from
this box, does not mean that they form a category of their own.
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(25) Derivation for the form *-kuapa in Bukusu and Kabras
PB
DL
Ll. -devoicing
LL-spirantization
Final form
Variety
*-kuapa
-guapa
-kwapa
-xwaa (p > 0, k>x)
-xwaa (k>x)
B,K.
*t as a conditioning consonant
The results of*t as a conditioning consonant for p, t, k, in Logooli are as follows: *p
> 13, *t > d and *k > g. See examples in numbers 27, 66, 96 and 120.
In Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia , *t as a conditioning consonant results in *p > 13, *t
> d and *k > k. The k indicates a Dahl 's Law trace , while the f results from Bantu
Spirantization. The derivations for the *k > kif in Xaa yo, Marachi and Saamia are illustrated
in (26a) and (26b) respectively, the former showing k while the latter showing both fand k,
f(no 95) resulting from Bantu Spirantization, and k (no 107) which is an exception since the
Bantu Spirantization environment is met but the varieties do not undergo any chang e in this
form. The column for Saamia is separated from that Xaayo and Marachi because the Luyia
Law is not uniform in Saamia , however, the three varieties are grouped together.
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(26a) Derivations for *-kuuku in Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia
PB *-kuuku
DL -guuku
LL-spirantization -kuuxu
LL-de vo icing -guuxu
Final form -kuuxu
Variety -X,M,S
(26b) Derivations for *-kqt- in Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia
*-ialta (no. 95) *-ialta-
Bantu Spirantization -futa -futa
LL-spirantization -fura (t>r)
Final form -fura!' -futa"
Variety -X,M S
13The final form is -Jurabecause Xaayo and Marachi attest BS. The conditioned
consonant k does not undergo LL-spirantization to lxi, but instead undergoes BS becau se
of the following q vowel. In example number 107, *-kqt- where the conditioned k is also
followed by a high vowel, Xaayo and Marachi do not attest BS even though the condition
is met. This is treated as a borrowing. Thus, the resulting consonant is k. Howe ver , the
conditioning con sonant It! undergoes the LL-spirantization oft>r.
" Saamia does not undergo the LL spirantization at all in this and oth er examples.
However , the devoic ing part of the LL is attested. Note tha t the fin the final form is a
result of BS, because of the presence of the high vow el u,
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For Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia, with k as the conditioned consonant, the
example in (26b) above, shows that the conditioned consonant in these varieties does not
undergo the Luyia Law spirantization because the condition for Bantu Spirantization is
met.
However, the conditioning consonant *t undergoes the Luyia Law spirantization
in only Xaayo and Marachi, but this sound change does not occur in Saamia (one of the
examples showing how the Luyia Law is not uniform in Saamia). The f sound in the
form *-kqta-, is a result of Bantu Spirantization which is triggered by the adjacent high
vowel u.
The results for Bukusu, Kabras , Wanga, NyalaB, Kisa, Idaxo, Isuxa and Tiriki ,
show *p > (3, *t > t and *k > k. The derivations for these examples are shown in (27) .
Note that some varieties in category C may not be included in their respective slots in
(27) during the derivation because of the differences in some sound changes. This does
not however, mean that they form another subgroup. It is purely meant for explanatory
purposes which are detailed in the footnote, because the entire subgroup is viewed as one.
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(27) Derivation for the forms *-teet-, *-teete, *-tatu, «: kuta, *-kut in
category C: Bukusu, Kabras, Wanga, NyalaB, Kisa, Idaxo, Isuxa, Tiriki
PB *-teet- *-teete *tatu *-1aJta *-1aJt-
BS -futa
DL -deet- -deete -datu -gut-
LL-spirantization -daru (t>r) -fura -gura (t>r)
LL-devoicing -teet- -teete -taru -kura
Final form -teeta -teete -taru -fura" -kura
Variety B,K,IdI6 B,K,W, B,K,W, B,K,W, Id, Is, T20
NyB,K,Is17 Kl8 Kl9
ISNo forms were elicited for Wanga, Nyala B, Kisa , Isuxa and Tiriki because there was
no word found to be equivalent to the PB form *-teet. However, the camples *teet- and
*teete are treated as exceptions because the second It! does not undergo the Luyia Law .
"Idaxo and Tiriki are not accounted for in this box , because the resulting form *teete is-
deede , one of the few forms that show active DL in these varieties. The other PB form
that shows acti ve DL in these varieties is the word 'buttock ' where *tako>daxo.
17Idaxo, Isuxa Tir iki lack an equivalent from to *tatu, while Nyala B has "tau c-tacu. The
*t>c in Nyala B is explained through the rule t~CI[-ATR] that take place across Nyala B.
(Personal communication with Yvonne Oluoch).
18This does not apply to Idaxo, Isuxa and Tiriki because they have a seven vowel system
and so they do not attest BS. Nyala B does not appear in this slot even though it behaves
like Bukusu, Kabras and Wanga, because it has lei instead of the Ir/.
1~0 equivalent form for Wanga was elicited and Nyala B has the lei instead of the /r/.
Although Bukusu, Kabres , al Kisa also have -kura , it must be a borrowing, because they
should have undergone BS .
20No equivalent form for Wanga was elicited and Nyala B has the lei instead of the Ir/.
Although Bukusu, Kabre s, al Kisa also have -kura, it must be borrowing, because they
should have undergone BS.
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*k as a conditioning consonant
The examples that show *k as a conditioning consonant are found in number s 10, 14,
21, 31, and 64. In Logooli, *k as a conditioning consonant results in *p > /3, *t > d and *k
>g.
The results for *k as a conditioning consonant in Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia
indicate *p >~, *t > d and *k > k. However , the example used in Table 3 shows *p >0. This
is the only available example that shows a sequence of stop consonants but the majority of
the data shows *p >~ . There is only one example for *k > k, and so the generalization made
is based on this example. The derivation for *k > k in Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia is shown
in (28).
(28) Derivation for the form *-kuuku in Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia
PB *-kuuku
DL -zuuku
LL-spirantization -zuuxu (k > x)
LL-devoicing -kuuxu
Final form kuuxu
Varieties in category C namely , Bukusu , Kabras , Wanga , NyalaB, Kisa, Idaxo,
Isuxa and Tiriki show the following results with *k as a conditioning consonant: *p> /3,
*t> t, and *k > k. The derivation for *k > k in these varietie s is shown in (29) and for *t
> t, see exampl es in (27). Kabras and Wanga are omitted in (29) because no equivalent
forms for the Proto-Bantu form *kuuku were elicited.
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(29) Derivation for the form *-kuuku in category C: Bukusu, NyalaB, Kisa,
Idaxo, Isuxa, Tiriki
PB *-kuuku
DL -guuku
Ll.sspirantization -zuuxu
LL-devoicing -kuuxu
Final form -kuuxu
Variety B, NyB, K, ld, Is T
In this case, category Band C languages behave identically.
3.4 Summary of Dahl' s Law an d the Luyia Law
A summary chart representing how Dahl's Law operated in Luyia is shown in -
(30).
(30) Dahl's Law in Luyia
Bukusu
Kabras
Wanga
Nvala B
Kisa
Idaxo Xaayo
Isuxa Marachi
Tiriki Saamia Lozooli
DLtraces Active DL and DL traces Active DL
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The following chart in (31) shows the Luyia varieties that attested the Lllyia Law.
(31) The Luyia Law
Bukusu
Kabras
Wanza
NvalaB
Kisa
1daxo
Isuxa
Tiriki
Xaavo
Marachi Saamia Lozooli
Attested the Luvia Law Luvia Law not uniform No Luvia Law
In Logooli (E41) all Dahl's Law reflexes are complete, which is suggesti ve of non-
interference from other languages because of its possible former geographical physical
isolation from non-Luyia languages. See results in Table 4 that compare Dahl's Law in
Logooli and Gusii. Xaayo , Marachi and Saamia have both active and Dahl's uw traces .
Based on the geographical representation of these varieties, there is a large lutl1P of non-
Luyia speaking territory (the Luo) between Logooli and Xaayo, Marachi and Sa~mia. The
active nature of the process in the three varieties can possibly be explained from thefact that
Logooli and Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia were once contiguous before the Luo intruded, or
maybe Xaayo , Marachi and Saamia speakers at some point in time moved west from
Logooli .
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The existence ofa few active Dahl's Law reflexes in Idaxo and Tiriki indicates that
at one time Dahl's Law was active in these varieties. There are two possible explanation for
this. Nurse (1999) and Schadeberg (1995) explain how multilingualism due to areal contact
played a role in the spread of Bantu Spirantization in many Bantu languages, and a similar
analysis can be used to explain the existence of the few forms of Dahl's Law in Idaxo and
Tiriki. The movement of people from one place to another and especially those within the
neighboring varieties that attested Dahl's Law, such as Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia on the
west and Logooli on the east, may have contributed to the spread of a few words with Dahl's
Law to appear in Idaxo and Tiriki . Alternatively, it is possible that Dahl's Law operated
throughout Luyia because varieties inherited it from Proto-Luyia.
We conclude therefore, that Dahl's Law was active in Logooli, while Xaayo, Marachi
and Saamia attest active Dahl's Law and also show traces of the process. The rest of the
Luyia varieties have Dahl's Law traces. Because Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia behave the
same way (with p and t as the only affected consonants), they are best represented as a
subgroup using a phonological isogloss, as opposed to being classified with Logooli under
southern Luyia where Dahl's Law affects all the voiceless stops p, t and k. Thus, Logooli
is represented with another isogloss and the remaining varieties namely, Bukusu, Kabras,
Wanga, Nyala B, Kisa, Idaxo, Isuxa and Tiriki, are grouped together by a third isogloss. But
the general conclusion here holds that all ofLuyia attested Dahl's Law. A new subdivision
based on the results of Dahl's Law with the phonological isoglosses drawn is shown in Map
9.
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Map 9: Dahl' s Law in Luyia
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Concerning the Luyia Law derivations, we conclude that the devoicing of the voiced
stops d>t and g>k occurs in all of Luyia except Logooli. However, the devoicing of d>t
alone occurs in all ofLuyia, except Logooli and category B varieties namely Xaayo , Marachi
and Saamia. Therefore, an isogloss drawn in Map 10 separates Logooli from the rest of
Luyia, and a second isog loss (dotted) drawn separates Logooli, Xaayo , Marachi and Saamia
from the rest of Luyia.
Map 10: Luyia Law results: devoicing
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Results of the other part of the Luyia Law-spirantization show that p-lenition
(p>y /wIh/0) is not specific to Luyia . P-lenition occurs across Luyia including Logooli, and
also other Bantu languages in zones E40, E50 , and E60. However, the spirantization of
t>r>r occurs across Luyia except of Logooli and Saamia , while k>x occurs across Luyia
except Logooli . An isog loss drawn in Map 11 separates Logooli from the rest ofLuyia for
k>x, and second isogloss (dotted) drawn separates Logoo li and Saamia from the rest of
Luyia for t>r.
Map 11: The Luyia Law: spirantization
I ~/oJ..I'.I~
i
i' -I H Y~U
~ .-z'-~
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3.5 Variable ordering of Bantu Spirantization, Dahl's Law and the Luyia Law
The distributions of Bantu Spirantization, 7-to-5 vowel mer ger , Dahl ' s Law and the
Luyia Law across Luyia are summarized in (32) , indicating how the Luyia varieties shared
the different processes. The (+) sign mean s yes and the (-) means no.
(32) Classification in matrix form indicating shared processes
Variety BS 7-to- 5 DL LL
Bukusu + + + +
Kabras + + + +
Wanza + + + +
Nvala B + + + +
Kisa + + + +
Idaxo + +
Isuxa + +
Tiriki + +
Xaavo + + + +
Marachi + + + +
Saamia + + + + &
Lozooli +
There are possible orders for the ordering of Bantu Spirantization , the 7-to-5 vowel
merger, Dahl 's Law , the Luyia Law devoicing, and the Luyia Law spirantization.
Most data consistently appears as follows:
Bantu Spirantization
2. 7-to-5 vowel merger
3. Dahl 's Law
4. Luyia Law-spirantization
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5. Luyia Law-devoicing
The examples used in (33 , 34a, 34b), following, illustrate this ordering. The examples in
(33) are drawn from: Bukusu, Kabras, Wanga, Nyala B, Kisa, Xaayo, and Marachi .
(33) Chronological ordering of Bantu Spirantization, 7-to-5, Dahl's Law and the
Luyia Law devoicing and spirantization.
PB -kuta -koti *-tlJl1P -kipa fi<bqnika
BS futa kosi -fuup sipa vunika
7-to-5 futa -kosi fuup sipa vunika
DL gosi
LL-spir fura (t>r) fuu sia vunixa
LL-dev kosi funixa
Final form fura kosi fuu sia funixa
(34a) Examples showing only DL and LL, excluding devoicing.
The varieties affected by the following ordering are Xaayo, Marachi and Saamia .
However, Marachi has taxo and not daxo.
PB *-teek- *-tap *-tatu *-tako
BS
7-to-5
DL -deek -dap -datu -dako
LL-spir. -deex(k>x) -daa (p>0) -daru (t>r) -daxo (k>x)
LL-devoi.
Final form -deexa -daa -daru -daxo
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(34b) Examples showing only DL and LL, excluding devoicing.
The varieties affected by the derivation in (34b) are Bukusu, Kabras, Wanga, Nyala
B, Kisa , Idaxo, Isuxa and Tiriki. We use the same examples as those in (34a).
PB *-teek- *-tap *-tatu *-tako
BS
7-to-5
DL -deek -dap -datu -dako
Ll.vsuir -deex (k>x) -daa (p>(h)) -daru (t>r) -daxo (k>x)
Ll.-devoi. -teex -taa -taru -taxo
Final form -teexa -taa -taru -taxo
In conclusion, therefore, the ordering only takes place in the two parts of the Luyia
Law name ly, spirantization and devoicing, with spirantization ordered before devoicing in
most of the words. The few examples with the opposite order, devoicing followed by
spirantization, can be see in (25).
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSION
4.0 Conclusion
Because of assumed common ancestry , Luyia varieties are expected to be similar in
many respects . Nurse (1999) states that the shared occurrence of processes like Dahl 's Law,
Bantu Spirantization and the 7-to-5 vowel merger strongly suggest shared historical
development from an earlier common ancestor. How diverse or similar are Luyia varieties
in the way they attest the three processes discussed, or what defines Luyia linguistically
based on these processes ? A second question addressed in this conclusion is: What -do
northern and southern Luyia share uniquely?
The absence of Bantu Spirantization process and the 7-to-5 vowel merger in Idaxo,
Isuxa, Tiriki and Logooli (southern Luyia) distinguishes these varieties from other Luyia
varieties (north and central Luyia) and links southern Luyia varieties to £40 and £50
languages (Gusii and Kikuyu) where Bantu Spirantization is not attested. The Bantu
Spiranti zation process , as Mould (1981) states and as the current study shows , clearly
divides Luyia into north and south . The question left to be answered is: Based on Bantu
Spirantization, is it justified for Luyia to speak of themselves as one group when the dialect
area is split by what we would consider to be a major difference?
The answer to this question is both yes and no. From lexicostatistical (Nurse and
Philippson 1980) and cultural (Angogo 1980) point s of view, the answer is yes, but from a
linguistic point of view based on Bantu Spirantization, the answer is no. This is because
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southern Luyia varieties namely, Idaxo , Isuxa, Tiriki and Logooli , have seven vowels and
do not attest Bantu Spirantization. The remaining Luyia varieties carry the five vowel
system and attest Bantu Spirantization as discussed in chapter two.
What about Dahl's Law and the Luyia Law? Results for Dahl's Law group the dialect
area as one since all ofLuyia attested Dahl's Law irrespective of the different treatment of
Dahl 's Law by the different varieties as seen in Chapter 3, where Logooli attests active
Dahl 's Law, Xaayo, Saamia and Marachi show both active Dahl's Law and Dahl's Law
traces, and the remaining varieties show Dahl's Law traces. Therefore, all Luyia underwent
Dahl's Law, but Dahl's Law does not define Luyia uniquely, because it also occurred in
nearby languages, such as E40, E50, and E60.
The Luyia Law on the other hand, separates Logooli and Saamia from the rest of
Luyia. Logooli does not undergo the Luyia Law. Based on the word count, Logooli has
more forms for *g > g, while a majority ofthe varieties that attest the Luyia Law have most
words with *g > k. For *k > x, Logooli has a majority of the words with *k > k, *t > t, *d
> I, *p > h, and *b > 13. This is a clear indication that Logooli does not undergo the Luyia
Law.
The Luyia Law in Saamia is not uniform. Saamia shows the Luyia Law for *p, *k
and *g, but not for *t and *d (see Table 5). Saamia has *p > 0/13. *p > 13 is as a result of
Dahl's Law. A majority of the words in Saamia have *t > t which is not the Luyia Law.
Fewer words have *t > d, and even fewer have *t > r and finally *t > 1. *k > x forms the
majority , fewer words have *k > g and k > k. *g > k is the majority, with fewer words
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having *g > g, and finally, *d from Dahl's Law remains d. Thus , the Luyia Law defines
Luyia in the north but not in the south.
Out of all this, we conclude that Saamia shows the Luyia Law for *p, *k and *g, but
not for *t/d. So the Luyia Law is not uniform in Saamia. Based on the statistics of the rest
of the varieties, the Luyia Law affecting *k is first because it affects most of the words, as
opposed to fewer words that affect *g, and *d. Saamia doesn't have the Luyia Law affecting
*d. Therefore, we cannot conclude that the Luyia Law defines Luyia linguistically because
if we do so, then Logooli will be left out, while Saamia mayor may not be included because
the Luyia Law is not uniform. In conclusion therefore, what do northern and southern Luyia
share uniquely ? None of the three processes discussed defines Luyia uniquely .
The ordering of the processes is mostly; Bantu Spirantization, 7-to-5 vowel merger,
Dahl's Law, the Luyia Law-spirantization, Luyia Law-devoicing that occurs in the majority
of the words. However, ordering of the two parts of the Luyia Law varies depending on the
type of words and the dialect. The order is reversed in devoicing occurring before
spirantization in some words as illustrated in(25) .
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~APPENDIX
English Proto-Bantu Buku su Kabras Wanga Xaayo Marach i
I all *-yoci -os i -osi -osi -osi -osi
2 armpit *-kuapa mu-xw aa mu-xwaa i-kwaya mu-kwaya i-kwaya
3 back, turn *-pt}tat- -futara -futara -Iudnra -fudar a
ones
4 backbone *-gongo- kumu-ko ngo omu-ko ngo olu- omu-ko ngo omu-kongo
kongofuma
5 bag *-pl}ko kumu-Iuko omu-Iuko omu-Iuko orn u-Iuko
6 barren *-gull1ba orn u-kumba ornu-kumha omu-kumba omu-k urn ba orn u-kumba
woman
7 be blunt "-tuup- -Iuua - fuua -Iufra -I uba -fuf3a
8 become *-klldu- omu-x ulum) omu-xulundu mu -
aged (n) xulundu(n)
9 become *-kotoll1- -kotoma -kotoma -kota -koda -koda
bent
10 beco me *-yatik- -yatixa -yatixa -yatixa -yadixa
split
II bee *-j uki cn-juxi/cin- in-juxi in-zusi in-juxi in-zusi
j uxi
12 beehive *-dinga kurnu-singa omu-singa orn u-Iiinga orn u-singa omu-linga
13 begin *-tang- -rangira -rangira -rangira
14 blind *-pokt} oIII u-Bo fu ornu-Bofu ornu-hofu (7)o-mwo fll (7)o-mwo fu
person
15 bone "kupa (7)s i-kumba (7) si-kumba (7) esi-kumba (7) esi-kumba (?)esi-
kumba
16 bound ary r*-pak-I (L) kumu- (I. ) mu-paka/ ' olw-axo (L) omu-paka olw-axo
~paka lw-axa
17 broken "-bunik- -Iunixa -Iunixa -Iunixa - funixa -funixa
18 brother in -kwaci (PL) mu-xwasi mu-xwasi mu-xwasi mu-xwasi
law
19 build *-bak- (?) -mbaxa (?) -rnbaxa (?) -mbaxa (?) -rnbaxa (?) -m baxa
20 bury *-dii k- -siixa -siixa -siixa
2 1 buttock *-tako- li -taxo li-taxo li-daxo li-taxo
22 buy *gud- -kula -kula -kula -kula -kula
23 cheer ful "caugad- -sangala -sa uga la -saangafu (n) -sanga fu (n) -sanga la
24 chest *-kl]ba si-Iufsa
25 chin *-dedl] si-lefu si-lcfu si-refu
26 choose *-caagud- (L) -cak ua (L) -cakua -yaula
27 chop ofT *-teet- -tee ta -tee ta -dcc da
28 clothes, " duud- -fuula - fuula o-fwalula o-fwalula o-fwalula
take ofT
29 co ld "-pepo (?) ern-beo (?) em-boo (?) im-boo (7) im-boo
30 contrad ict *-kaan- -kaana -kaana -kaana -kaa na
3 1 cook *-tcek- -teexa -teexa -teexa -dccxa -deexa
32 coo king *-piga li-ika li-yika li-ika eli-ika li-yika
stone
JJ cough *-kodud -xo lola -xolola -xolola -xo lola i-xololo (n)
34 crocodile *-guena e-kwena i-kwcna i-kwena eli-gwena i-gwena
35 cross a *-yabuk- (7) -yarnbuxa (?) -yambuxa (7) -yambuxa (7) -yambuxa (7) -yambuxa
river
36 cured *-pon- -ona -ona -hona -ona -ona
37 dance *-kina -xina -xiua -si na -xina -si na
38 darkness *-yidima si-lima si-lima ' esi- lima esi- rima es i-r ima
ex>
-I:-
39 die *-kl}a -Iua -Iua olu-fu (n) -Iua -Iua
40 deep water *-djba lu-sijla olu-sijla olu-sulla olu-siba
41 divide *-gab- -kabana -kaliula -kallula
42 *-yigi lu-lwiki omu- liango
43 draw water *-tap- -taa -taa -taha -daa -daya
44 dream, v *-cloot- -roora -roora -loora -loora -Ioora
45 drip *-ton- -ronya -ronya -ronya -donya -ronya
46 car *-tu li-ru oxu-ru esi-rwi oxu-rwi oxu-rwi
47 egg *-gi li-ki
48 elephant *-jOgl} en-jofu in-jofu in-zofu ein-jofu in-zofu
49 evening *-godoba e-koloba an-go lolla in-go lofse ein-go lolse in-golof3e
50 excreta *-bi kama-Iwi ama-Iwi arna-fwi ama-fwi
51 extinguish *-dim- -simia -simia -simia -simia -simia
52 eyebrow *-kige si-sike f3i-sike es i-sice esi-kwoki
53 eyelash *-kope
54 fall *-gu- -kwa -kwa -kwa -kwa -kwa
55 fame *-kl}mO e-fumo/e- e-Iumo e-fuma e-f uma i-fuma
fuma
56 father [*-baaba], (L) papa (L) papa (L) papa (L) baba (L) baaba
*taata
57 fema le *-kaclj omu-xasi omu-xasi esi-xas i i-xasi omu-xasi
58 fear *-tiy- -rya -rya obu-ri (n) -rya -rya
59 forest *-tjtu kumu-siru omu-ciru omu-tsuru esi-tsuru
60 frog *-kecle e-xc lc li-xele li-sele eli-xere li-xere
61 from, -tuul- -ruu la -ruula -luura -ruula
come
00
V1
62 fry *-kadang- -xalanga -xalanga -sihiira -sira/- -siira/-
karanga karanga, -
xalanga
63 give *-paan- -aana -aana -haana -aana
64 grandparen *-kuuku kuuxu/ " kuka • kuka • kuka kuuxu/ ' kuka kuuxu/'
t kuka
65 grass *-yatj Bun-ya si Bun-yasi ofsun-yasi olsun-yasi oliun-yasi
66 grass hoppe *-teete li-teetc li-teete li-tee te eli-deede li-deede
r
67 groundnut *-j ugu (L) en-j uku (L) cin-juku (L) in-juk u (L) ein-jugu (L) tsin-jugu
68 guinealowl *-kanga li-xanga li-xanga li-xanga eli-kanga li-xanga
69 harvest *-bl}n-, *-kec- -funa/-kesa -funa -cesa -kesa -kesa
70 heavy *-c1 jto Bu-siro si-s iro esi-siro si-siro esi-siro
71 hen, *-koko en-goxo in-goxo in-goxo ein-goxo in-goxo
chicken
72 hill *-guclu si-k ulu esi-kulu esi-kulu esi-kulu olu-gulu
73 hoe *-bago (7) ern-bako (7) im-bako (7) eim-bako (7) im-bako
74 hold *-kl}mbat- -Iumbala -fumbara -furnbara -xamara
75 honey *-yuki f3uf3-uxi of3-uxi oll-usi oll-uxi of3-usi
76 horn, tusk *-yiga lulw-ika Iw-ika olw-ika olw-ika olw-ika
77 hump (of -turnb- li-rum ba li-rumba li-rumba eli-rumba li-rumba
cow)
78 inside *-kati mu-kari mu-kari mu-kari mu-kari mu-kari
79 in, come *-yingid- -ingila -ingira -injira -ingira -injira
80 jo in by *-tung- -t unga -tunga -runga -ungaru a
tying
8 1 journey *-gendo lu-ke ndo lu-kendo olu-cendo olu-kendo olu-cendo
~82 kidney *-pigo (7) e-rn biko (7) i-rnbiko i-fuko ei-Iuko i-Iuko
83 kill *-yit- -yira -ira -ira -ira -ira
84 knock *-kon- -xongonda -xononda -xongonda -xongonda
85 laugh *-cck- -cexa -cexa -tsexa -cexa -tscxa
86 law *-dago kama-lab ama-lako li-Iako li-Iako arna-lako
87 lick food *-komb- -xornba -xornba -xomba -xornba -xornba
88 lie down *-gon- -kona -kona -kona -kona
89 locust " -gige e-sike ci-sike i-sice eli-Buko i-sike
90 medicin e *-kt}ml} orn u- fumu omu-Iumu
man
91 moon *-edi kumw-esi omw-es i ornw-esi ornw-osi omw-os i
92 mole *-pl}ko c-Iuxo i-fuxo i-Iuxo ei-Iuxo i-fuxo
93 navel *-kobl} c-xofu i-xofu li-kofi li-xofi
94 neck *-koti Ii-kosi li -kosi Ii-kosi eli-kosi li-kosi
95 oil *-kl}ta kama-fum ama-fura ama-Iura arna-fura run-Iura
96 pass *-pit- -Bira -l3ira -Bira -Bira -Bira
97 pass the *-keeki- -kesia -xycsia -xycsia
night
98 pipe -gada- (PL) si-naka esi-naka olu-kata olu-kada olu-kada
(tobacco)
99 plant, sow -taaga- (PL) -f3iala/-raaka -Biala -raaka -raaka -raaka
100 put away *-biik- -Biixa -Biixa -Biixa -Biiixa -Biiixa
10 1 push *-tind- -sindixa -sindixa -sindixa -sindixa
102 rain *-bl}da c-fula i-Iula i-fula i-Iula i-Iula
103 remain *-tigad- -sikala -sikala
104 resemble *-pl}an- -fuanana -Iuanana -fuanana -fuanana -Iuanana
105 rib *-bach} lu-Bafu lu-f3afu ' olu-Bafu olu-Bafu olu-Bafu
~106 runaway *-yitllk- -yiluxa -yiluxa -iruxa -yiruxa -yiruxa
107 satiated *-yjgut- -yikura -yikura -yikura -yikura
108 send *-tum- -ruma -ruma -ruma -ruma -rum a
109 set a trap *-teg- -reka -reka -reka -reka -reka
110 shoulder *-bega li-Beka li-Beka li-Beka eli-Beka li-Beka
III sit *-kad- -xala -xa la -xala -xala -xa la
112 skin of a *-koba si-xolla es i-xo lsa li -xolsa esi-xofia es i-xolia
person
113 sore *-guma li-kuma lu-kuma olu-kuma olu-k uma
114 tail *-kida mu-xila omu-sira orn u-sira
115 talc *-gano lu-kano lu-kano olu-kano olu-kano olu-kano
116 tear, v *-tand taBula -randula -randura -rand ura
tanduln/randul
a
117 tell lies *-beep- -Bea -Bea -Beeya
118 thie f *-yibj o-rnwifwi o-rnwifw i o-mwifi o-rnw ifwi o-rnwifi
119 think *-gan- -kanakana -kanakana
120 three *-tatu ci-taru ci- taru xa- taru -da ru tsi-daru
121 times, *-kade -xale -xale -xale -xare -xale
olden
122 uncover *-kl}nud- -funula -funula -Iunula -funula
123 untie *-kakud kangulula kangulu la
vein *-kjpa lu-sia olu-sia omu-si omu-si
124(
a)
124( root *-dj lu-sia o lu-sia ornu-si ornu-si
b)
co
co
125 wear, dress *-dl}at- -fuara -fuala -Iua la -fuala -fuala
126 wipe *-pip- -f3ia -f3 ia -f3ia -f3ia
exc reta
127 wing *-pap- lu-paa olu-paa olu-Baha olu-Baya olu-Baa
128 wisdom *-gcdi Bu-kcsi obu-kesi ama-kesi arna-kesi
129 witchcraft *-dogi Bo-losi oflo-losi olio-los i mu-losi obo-los i
130 wring *-kam- -xarn ulula -xamulula
Saamia Nyala 13 Kisa Idnx o Isuxa Tiriki Logo oli
I -osi -osi -osi -osi -osi -osi -os i
2 e-kwaya rnu-xwaya i-kwaya mu-kwaha mu-kwaha mu-kw aha i-gwaha
3 -Iudata -Iutara
4 OI11U- orn u-ko ngo mu-kongo/olu- mu -gongo mu -gongo mu-kongo mu-gongo
kongo kongo
5 OI11U- orn u- fuko mu-fuko
Iuko
6 OI11U- orn u-kumba mu-kumba mu -gumb a mu-kumba rn u-kumba mu-gurnba
kumba
7 -fufia -fuu -tuuha -tuuha -tuuhi -dufu
8 omu-
xulundu
/
9 -koda -ko ta -toma -kotoma
10 -yadiha -yatixa -yatixa -yatixa -yatixa -yatixa -yadika
I I en-j uhi en-juxi in-zusi in-zusi in-zusi in-zusi en-zoki
12 ornu- omu-linga omu-linga mu-li nga mu-linga mu-linga mu-linga
singa
~13 -tangira -cangira -rangira -ranga -ranga -tanga
14 ('1)0- ('1)o-rnwo fu mu-Bofu ('1) mbexu 11111-f3eXl} mu-Bcxu ('1)mboku
mwofu
15 ('1)es i- ('1)es i-k umba ('1)si-kumba ('1)si- kumba ('1)si-kumba ('1)si-kumba ('1)ki-gumba
kumba
16 "olwa- (L) orn u-paka (L) mu-paka (L) mu-paka (L) mu-paka/ Lw-axo Iw-ako
xo lw-axo
17 -Iuniha -funixa -Bunika
18 mu-xwasi mu-xwasi mu-xwasi mu-kwasi
19 ('1) - (?) -rn baxa ('1) -rnbaxa ('1) -rnbaxa ('1)-rn baxa ('1)-rnbaxa ('1)-rn baka
mbaxa
20 -siiha -siixa
2 1 e-daxo arna- taxo li-taxo li-daxo li-taxo li-taxo li-dako
22 kula kula kula kula kula kula gula
23 sangala sangala
24
25 esi-re fu si- tefu si-teru si-teru
26 (L) -cakula ('1) -yaula (L) -cakula ('1)-yaula (L)- (Lr-cak ula (L) -cegula
cakula
27 -teeta
28 • -Iwalula • -Iwalula -Buulu -Bula -ru litsa -tuliza
Iwalul a
29 ('1)em- ('1)em-boo f3 usindu Busindu f3 l1sindu Busindu f3 ukindu
boo
30 -kaa na -kaana -kaana -xaana -xaa na -xaana
31 o-dee ha - teexa -teexa -teexa -teexa -teexa -deeka
32 ama-ika ama-ika li-yika li-hika li-yika li-hika rna-higa
J J -kolo la -xolola -xolola -xolola -xolola -xolola -kolola
~34 e-gwena e-kwena i-kwena i-kweno i-kwena i-kwena in-gwena
35 (7)- (?) -yambuxa (7) -yarn buxa (7) -yambuxa (7) -yambuxa (7) -yarnbuxa
yarnb ux
a
36 -ona -ona -ona -hona -hona -hona -hona
37 -xina -xina -sina -sina -sina
38 esi-rirna es i-rirna si-lima s-lirna si-rima/si-
sundu
39 -fua -fua olu-fuu (n) -xutsa -xutsa -xutsi -kuza
40 olu-siba liiBa lu-lilia lu-liba li-liBa
4 1 -ka liana -kabana -kaliula -kafiula -kalsa -galiul a
42 o-Iwiki -lwici -lwici
43 -daya -taa -taha -taa -taha -taha -dah a
44 - loo ta -looca -loora -loora -loora -loora -lota
45 -do nya -co nya -roonya -ro uya -ronya -ton ya
46 e-twi oxu-cwi si-rwi li-royi si-roi si-rui gu- tu
47 e-ki
48 en-jo fu en-jofu in-zofu in-ziku in-zeku e-nzog u
49 an- an-golofie mu-kololla a-rn u-kololla a-lu-kolofla a-rn u-kolobc a-mu-golofsa
goloBe
50 ama-fwi ama-si ma-fwi ma-I] ma-Bi ma-Bi
5 1 -simia -sirnia -simia -dziminya -tsiminya -tsiminya -simina
52 e-si- e-sikie si-sice si-sici si-siCi si-siei l3i -siji
kwoki
53 Bu-kohe Bu-kohe Bi-gohe
54 -kwa -kwa -kwa -kwa -kwa -kwa -gwa
55 e-Iu ma e-fumo IU-Xl}mU
~56 laata/ (L) papa (L) papa (L) papa taatn (L) papa (L) baba
(L)
baaba
57 OI11 U- orn u-xas i mu-xasi omu-xali mu-xali mu-xali mu-kali
xasi
58 - tya -rya oliu-ri (n) Bu-ri (n) mu-ri (n) -rya Bu-ti (n)
59 orn u-sicu I11U-Cinl mu-liru mu-liru mu-liru mu-litu
60 e-xe re e-xe lc li-sere li-sere li-sere li-sere li-kere
6 1 -tuula -cuula -ruula -nduula -ruula -nduula nduula
62 -Ianga -kara nga -karanga -kalanga -kalanga -karanga
karanga
63 -haana -aana -haana -haana -haana -hee -haana
64 kuuxu/ ° kuuxu/ ° kuka kuuxu/ ° kuka kuuxu/ Ykuka kuuxu/ ° kuka kuuxu/ ° kuka guuku/ °
kuka guka
65 olnm- oun-yasi Bun-yasi Bun-yasi Bun-yas] Bun-yasi
yasi
66 e-deecle e- teete li-teete li-deede li-teete ma-deede
67 (L) en- (L) en-juku (L) in-ju gu (L) tsin-juku (L) tsin-ju gu (L) tsin-jugu (L) tsin-ju gu
ju gu
68 c-ha uga e-xanga li-xanga li-xanga li-xanga li-xanga li-kanga
69 -kcsa -kesa -funa -cesa -131}na/-cesa -131}na
70 esi-s ito si-sico es i-s iro si- lito si-litoxo si-lito ki-lito
7 1 en-goxo en-goxo in-goxo in-goxo in-goxo in-goxo en-goko
72 lu-gulu csi-kulu si-kulu es i-kulu si-kulu si-kulu ki-gulu
73 CI11- ern- bake em-bake si-siri irn- bako irn-bako
bako
74 -Iumba -umbara -kumira -I}111bara -gu111ira
75 o-Bux i o-uuxi l3usi Busi l3usi l3usi Buki
~76 olw-ika olw- i ika olw-ika lw-ika lw-ika inj-ika/tsinj- lw-iga
ika
77 e- tumba e-cumba li-rumba
78 mu-kati mu-kachi mu-kari mu-kari mu-kari mu-kari
79 -ingira -ingira -injira -injira -injira -injira -ingera
80 -t unga -runga -runga -runga -unganya
8 1 o-lu- o-lu-kc ndo lu-cendo lu-dzendo lu-cendo lu -cendo lu-gendo
ke ndo
82 c- Inko e-mbiko i-fik o tsi-mbjko i-rn biku a-mbjko i-mbigu
83 -ita -ica -ira -ira -ira yira -ita
84 -xongonda -xo ngonda -xo ngo nda -xongonda -kongoncla
xongon
cia
85 -cexa -cexa - tsexa -sexa -saxa -saxa -seka
86 e-lako ama-lako li-Iako li -lako li -lako li-lako ma-Iago
87 -xo rnba -xornba -xomba -xorn ba -xorn ba -xornba -kornba
88 -kona -kona -ko na -ko na -kona -kona -go na
89 c-sike e-s ike i-s ice i-sjci i-sici ci-sjci i-sige
90 orn u- fu mu mu-Iumu mu-xurnu Bu-xumu Ba-xumu mu-kumu
9 1 omw- ornw-csi mw-esi ruw-eli mw-erj mw-cli mw-el]
osi
92 e- fuko e-Iuxo i-lixo i-rnbuxu i-rnbuxu i-rnbuxu i-rn buku
93 li-xofu C-XOf3I} i-XUf3I} i-xuf3l} i-ngofsu
94 c-kos i e-kos i Ii-kosi li-nger] li-ngorj li-ngorj li-ngotj
95 ama- rna-fuca ma-fura rna-kuru ma-kura ma-kuta ma-guta
futa
96 -Bita -Bicn -Bira -Bira -Bira -Bira -Hita
97 -xyesia -keesa
;:;
98 olu- esi-naka lu-kata lu-kata lu-kata lu-kata lu-gada
kada
99 -taka -caka -raka -raka -raka -raka -taga
100 -Biixa -Biixa -Biixa -Biixa -Biixa -Biixa -l3ika
101 -sindiha -sindixa -sindixa
102 c- fula c- Iula i-Iula i-mbula i-rnbula i-rnbula i-mbula
103 -sikala -sikala -rikala -rikala -rikala -tigala
104 -fuanana -Iuanana -Iuana -fuanana
Iuanana
105 o- lu- o- lu-Bafu lu-f3afu lu-Balu 1t1-l3alt} tsi-mbalu Iu-balu
f3a fu
106 -yiruha -yiluxa -yiluxa -yiluxa -yiluxa -yiluxa -yiluka
107 -kuta -kuca -kura -kura -kura -kura -guta
108 -tuma -curn a -ruma -ruma -ruma -ruma -tuma
109 -teka -cexa -reka -reka -reka -reka -tega
110 c-Beka ma-Bcka li -Beka li-Beka li-l3eka li-Beka li-Bega
III -ihala -yixala -yixala -yixala -yixala -yixa la -yikala
112 esi-xol3a esi-xol3a li-xoba
113 olu- olu-kuma olu-kuma li-kuma lu-kum a lu-kuma ki-donda
kuma
114 orn u- orn u-xira rnu-sira mu-sila mu-sila mu-sila mu-kira
xira
115 olu- olu-kano lu-kano lu-kano lu-kano lu-kano lu-gano
kana
116 -tandula -randura -randura -randlira -randura
117 -Bacha -Beea -Beeha -Beehi - f3eeha -Beeha -Beeha
118 0 - o-mwifwi mwifi mwil3j mwil3j/sihlll3j sihllf3 j mwib]
mwil3i
t.
119 -kanakana -kanakana -kanakana -ganagana
120 ci-datu ci-tacu ci-taru -tandura
121 xaarc xale xalc xale xale xale kale
122 -funula -funula -kula -xunula -xunula -kunula
-kangulula
123
124(a) mu-si ornu-si mu-si mu-si mu-si mi-s] mu-ci
124(b) mu-si omu-si mu-si mu-si rnu-si mi-si mu-ci
125 -Iwaln -fuala -Iuala fuara -fuala -Iuala -f3iika
126 -gia -f3ia -Biha -Bia -yeha -f3ia -Biha
127 c- lu-Baa In-Baa lu-Baa lu-Baha lu-Baha lu-Baha
Baya/ol
u-Baa
128 ol3u- ama-kesi Bu-cesi rna-eel] Bu-celi Bu-celi l3u-geli
kcsi
129 ol3u-Iosi Bu-losi Bu-losi Bu-loci Bu-loji
130 -karnula -kamula -kamula -kamulula
Abb rev ia t ions used in the Appendix
I . [-I Blank - different word.
2. [?] - intrusive nasal - In some cases it is a prefix such as /o-mu-bofu/ ' blind', but in other varieties where the PB *p gets
de leted, glide formation takes place afterwards resulting to [o-rnwofu]. For examp le the derivation of the form ' blind' in
varieties where the *p is deleted would be as follows:- *poku :- /o-rn u-ofu/ -7 [o-mwofu]
J . [*] asterisk - Proto-Bantu reconstructed form.
4. [L] loan word . Most of the words arc borrowed from Swahi li but not all.
5. Proto- Bantu forms in brackets [] are Swahi li words .
6. [n] or [v] : noun or verb - item not in the same grammatica l catego ry as the PB form, but is regular in some way.
7. Proto- Bantu forms without the asterisk (*) are reconstr ucted forms from the data .
8. 1"1 - raised circle: thc forms look similar but irregular in some ways. '
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